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Public Inquiry Lockhart 7pm 20160204 

Council: Lockhart 

Delegate: Mike Eden 

Venue: Lockhart Ex-Servicemens Club 

Date: 4 February 2016 

Time: 7pm 

 

Facilitator: It’s very important that it run smoothly and efficiently.  Before we proceed with 

the formal part of the inquiry, I’d really like to remind everyone to please, 

either turn off your mobile phone, or turn it on to silent.  I’d also like to remind 5 

everyone to please sign your name on the register on the door, if you haven’t 

already done so.  And, just to remind you where the toilet facilities are, I’m 

sure you all know, but the ladies are out the back, straight ahead and through 

the garden, and the men’s are also out the back, but inside the pub.  I’d also 

now just like to introduce Mike Eden, who will formally open today’s public 10 

inquiry session, and he’s your delegate tonight and he’ll talk you through the 

public inquiry session.   

Mike: Good evening, my name is Mike Eden, and I’m the delegate that has been 

appointed by the Acting Chief Executive of the Office of Local Government to 

examine and report on the Minister for Local Government’s proposal to merge 15 

the Lockhart Shire Council, Corowa Shire Council and the Urana Shire 

Council.  I’d like to formally welcome you to this public inquiry which is part of 

the examination and reporting process into the merger proposal.  I begin by 

acknowledging the traditional custodians and their ancestors of the land on 

which this public inquiry takes place, and also to pay my respects to elders 20 

past and present.  This public inquiry is being conducted in accordance with 

Section 263 of the Local Government Act of 1993.  My role as delegate is to 

examine and report on a proposal that has been referred to the Acting Chief 

Executive of the Office of Local Government by the Minister of Local 

Government under section 218 capital F, subsection 1 of the Act.  The 25 

proposal is for a merger between Lockhart Shire Council, Corowa Shire 

Council and Urana Shire Council.  I’ve been appointed to conduct an 

examination of the proposal and to provide a report to the minister and to the 

Boundaries Commission.  I’d like to stress that my role is an impartial one, 

and I am not an advocate for or against the proposal.  Sections 263, 30 

subsection 2 capital A and sections 218 capital F subsection 2 of the Local 

Government Act requires me to hold a public inquiry into the proposal to 

merge Lockhart Shire Council, Corowa Shire Council and Urana Shire 

Council.  The main purpose of this public inquiry is to provide members of the 

public with an opportunity to provide their views on the proposal directly to 35 

me.  As members of the public, you’ve been invited to attend today’s public 

inquiry, and should you choose, you may speak about the proposal under 

examination.  Third time today, I should know it, but I apologise, I have to read 

it out.  More detail about the examination and reporting process can be found 
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on the Council Boundary Review website, 

www.Councilboundaryreview.nsw.gov.au.  But, in summary, I will conduct a 

public inquiry, call for written submissions, prepare a report on the proposal 

having due regard for the factors in section 263, subsection 3 of the Act.  The 

factors under that section, or subsection of the Act I must consider in my 5 

report are: the financial advantages or disadvantages of the proposal to the 

residents and rate payers of the areas concerned, the community of interest 

and geographic cohesion in the existing areas and in any proposed new area, 

the attitude of the residents and rate payers of the areas concerned, the 

requirements of the area concerned in relation to the elected representation 10 
for residents and rate payers at the local level, the desirable and appropriate 

relationship between elected representatives and rate payers and residents, 

and such other matters as considered relevant in relation to past and future 

patterns of elected representation in that area.  The impact of the proposal on 

the ability of the Council to provide adequate, equitable and appropriate 15 

services and facilities, the impact of the proposal on the employment of the 

staff by the Council, the impact of the proposal on any rural communities in 

the resulting area, the desirability or otherwise of dividing the resulting area 

into areas, or into wards, or those areas in the wards.  The need to insure that 

the opinion of those in each diverse communities of the resulting area, or 20 

areas, are effectively represented, and any other factors relevant to the 

provision of the- - - 

 Hello, welcome.  The media? Okay.  Fine, thanks.  They normally ask for me, 

because I’m so important.  That’s terrible isn’t it.  I thought someone was 

going to jump at me from behind.  I don’t follow the rules anyway.   25 

 At the conclusion of the examination process, I’ll prepare a report to the 

Minister, and the Boundaries Commission.  The Boundaries Commission will 

review that report and provide comments on the report to the Minister of Local 

Government.  The Minister of Local Government will then consider the report, 

together with any comments from the Boundaries Commission, and then he 30 

may or may not recommend to the Governor of New South Wales the 

proposed merger be implemented, with or without modifications.   

 To allow today’s proceedings to be conducted fairly and efficiently, the inquiry 

will be structured with a schedule of speakers, and time limits on the 

speakers.  Our facilitator for the day, Vicky Critchley will provide a more 35 

detailed run down of today’s proceedings in a moment.  Other members of my 

team here today are Alex Gold the Executive Officer supporting me through 

the examination process, Sally Perry, Maggie and Corina who you’ve met 

outside at the registration.  Finally, my duty today is to listen to all 

submissions and consider them, along with other material gathered through 40 

the course of the examination process in preparation of my final report.  I 

need to make it clear that I don’t have the power to resolve any specific 

issues, or identify solutions to any particular complaints that an individual or 

an organisation may have about the proposal, or especially about the reform 

process of the Local Governments today.  So, the actual process that’s been 45 

going on, I have no power to fix any problems that you may have previously 

come up against.  The proposal under examination is for the merger of 
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Lockhart Shire Council, Corowa Shire Council and Urana Shire Council.  In 

addition to having the opportunity to speak at this public inquiry, members of 

the public may provide their views on the merger proposal by making written 

submissions.  Written submissions will be one of the most important ways for 

me to gather information during this examination process, as will the verbal 5 

submissions I’ll hear tonight.   

 If you wish to make a written submission you are encouraged to focus on the 

one or more factors listed in section 263, subsection 3 of the Act, which I’ve 

just read out.  These factors can also be found under the frequently asked 

questions, on the website.  My final report, and all written submissions, will be 10 
published at the end of the proposal examination process, unless any author 

of a submission request that their submission be made confidential.  Written 

submissions close at 5:00pm Eastern Standard Time, on Sunday 28th of 

February 2016, and can be submitted either online at the Council Boundary 

Review website, www.Councilboundaryreview.nsw.gov.au, or by mail to the 15 

Council Boundary Review, GPO Box 5341, Sydney, New South Wales, 2001.  

Just want to repeat, that we’ve got a lot of people to hear tonight, and I’d like 

to hear from all of them.  I understand your passion and excitement about 

what has happened in the past, but I do want to hear about the proposal, and 

what your views are on that proposal, so if we can get everyone the 20 

opportunity, that’d be fantastic.  Thank you.   

Facilitator: Thanks Mike.  As he explained, I’m just going to take a few minutes to point 

out what the procedures are for tonight.  This public inquiry is being held in 

accordance with section 263 of the Local Government Act 1993, and the 

session must finish tonight at 10:00pm, which will depend really, on all of us.  25 

A representative of each Council with is subject to the merger, in this case 

Lockhart, will speak first.  If you have preregistered as a speaker, you will then 

be invited to speak in the order of registration.  To support an equitable and 

efficient process, and to ensure that the delegate can hear all views, there is 

strict time limits imposed on each speaker, and we’d really like your co-30 

operation tonight to make sure that we do get to hear from everybody.  The 

Council representative subject to the proposed merger will have 15 minutes to 

speak.  All registered community member will be given three minutes to 

present their views about the proposal.  Please respect this time limit.  We 

want to hear from as many people as we can.  So, if you can make your 35 

points as clearly and concisely as possible it will be very much appreciated.  

My job is to keep you to strictly to this time, and I’m going to sound a buzzer 

at three minutes.  So, at the end of three minutes, you’ll hear a beep, beep, 

beep, and then I’ll ask you to please finish up.  So, as soon as you hear that 

buzzer just conclude which ever argument you’re on.  I do understand that 40 

you might have some other views and comments that you want to express, 

please, you can either, if you’ve got a written transcript, give it directly to Mike, 

and he can make sure that’s officially recorded as part of the process, or you 

can submit it online, through the website.  When you come to speak, please 

face and address the delegate at all times.  And, also, it’s very important that 45 

you state your name, and the Local Government area that you live in very 

clearly.  That’s regardless of the fact that I’m sure all of you, most of you are 
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from Lockhart, but please don’t forget to state your name and the Local 

Government area, because it’s going to be a matter of public record.   

 Also, if you’re a representative of an organisation, it’s very important to state 

the name of that organisation as well.  Comments addressed to the delegate 

must be relevant to the proposal, you can be forthright, but please be 5 

respectful and do not use language that’s either insulting or personal.  We 

want to hear your views, but please avoid repeating verbatim the same 

comments raised by previous speakers.  If you’re making the same points as 

previous speakers, we will note that and take note that you’ve got the same 

view point, but also ask if you’ve got any other information, or to conclude 10 
your speech.  We would ask all attendees to please respect the process, and 

your fellow community members by not interjecting, or in any other way 

disrupting this session.   

 I’ve just got a little bit extra that I’ve got to read out.  The speakers may not 

use visual aids, so to enable the delegate and other attendees to focus on the 15 

presentations made by the speakers, attendees may not display or distribute 

flyers, or other material inside the public inquiry.  If we are unable to get to all 

speakers today, please be encouraged to write a written submission, and 

written submissions carry exactly the same weight as a verbal submission.  

They all have to be considered by the delegate.  Please note that this session 20 

will be sound recorded, this means that anyone who makes a submission to 

the inquiry will have their voice recorded.  The purposes for which the 

information is being collected in this inquiry are the purposes for which the 

information will be used, including subsequent review by the delegate, 

transcription and publication on the Council Boundary Review website, either 25 

in audio form, or as a transcript.  The intended recipients of the information 

are any members of the public who wish to access the website.  The provision 

of information, by way of submissions to the inquiry is voluntary.  Any person 

who does not wish to be sound recorded is invited to make a written 

submission.  Individuals have the right to access and correct any information 30 

that they provide.  And the information will be held by the Department of 

Premier and Cabinet at 25 Martin Place, Sydney, New South Wales.  The 

audio recording ensures that the delegate has a full and accurate record of 

every speaker, and about their views about the merger proposal.  To respect 

the privacy of attendees, any other audio, video, or photographic recordings of 35 

the public inquiry cannot be made without the prior approval of the delegate.  

Media representatives may only take audio and video recordings of 

proceeding in accordance with this media protocol, or as approved by the 

delegate.  Members of the media may only take photographs inside the public 

inquiry in line with the media protocol or as approved by the delegate.  Again 40 

I’d really like to urge you to please make sure that all mobile telephones are 

switched off, or turned to silent.  And, I’m going to call up three speakers in a 

row, if the first speaker could come up to the lectern to start the speech, and 

the other two speakers could come up to the front of the room to get ready to 

speak, that would be very much appreciated to keep things moving as fast as 45 

we can, and to make sure we can get though everybody.   
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 So, I would really like to invite Councillor, Peter Yates to please come to the 

lectern, and the next two speakers are Sarah Jones and Phillip 

[indecipherable]. 

Peter:  Mr Eden, welcome to Lockhart.  Thank you for the opportunity to present to 

you today.  The New South Wales coalition government has formally 5 

proposed that the Lockhart Shire be merger with Corowa and Urana Shires.  

On receiving this information on the 18th of December last year, I issued a 

media release stating that the proposal has been met with disbelief and 

dismay, and vowed to overturn it at all costs.  I also said, I quote, ‘the 

proposed merger is completely out of left field.  We will not tolerate it and we 10 
will fight it with all the resources at our disposal.’ Lockhart Shire Council has 

absolutely no community of interest with Corowa, and it is comical to suggest 

that we should merge.  I know that Corowa Shire has similar thoughts about 

Lockhart Shire.  And, to back this up, I refer to the Border Morning Mail of the 

18th of January 2016, in which Corowa Mayor, Paul Meigel says “the 15 

community, as we are, are bewildered and puzzled by the inclusion of the 

Lockhart Shire in the proposal.  There was never any interest from Lockhart 

Shire in coming our way, and it was never on our radar.  It wasn’t in the 

independent panel’s report.” He went on to say “the geography, the logistics, 

the lack of community of interest, there are number of concerns we have with 20 

the proposal.” These points made by the Corowa Mayor are completely in 

accordance with Lockhart Shire’s view of this farcical proposal.  In fact the 

Mayors of Corowa, Urana and Lockhart met on the 8th of January 2016, and 

rejected the proposed three way merger in favour of supporting the merger of 

Corowa and Urana Shires, with Lockhart Shire to remain independent as a 25 

rural based Council.  Later, at a meeting held on the 11th of January 2016, 

200 members of our community unanimously supported Council’s stance to 

renounce this merger proposal.  I will now address community of interest, 

representation and financial and economic impacts.  Mr Eden I am firmly of 

the view that one of the features which sets this proposal apart is the 30 
complete and utter lack of community of interest between Lockhart Shire and 

Corowa Shire.  It’s a just fact of life.  In saying so I mean no disrespect to 

Corowa Shire, or its residents.  Simply speaking, Lockhart Shire is Riverina 

based, and Corowa Shire is Murray based.  The merger proposal document 

states that the paternal communities of interest exist between Lockhart and 35 

Corowa.  The following section will show the real picture.  First of all, the 

community: Lockhart Shire’s population in strongly rural based, whereas the 

majority of the population in Corowa Shire is urban, and live in towns along 

the Murray River.  This is highlighted by the fact that 81 percent of Corowa’s 

population is residential, with only 11 percent farm land.  As opposed to 40 

Lockhart Shire, which has 45 percent residential, and 45 percent farm land.  

Lockhart’s largest business sector is agriculture, whereas Corowa’s 

manufacturing, complimented by tourism.  Wagga Wagga is Lockhart Shire’s 

natural hub for the provision of regional health, education, and other 

government services.  This is also the case for employment, sport and 45 

recreation, social activities, shopping, business, which includes livestock 

selling, and [indecipherable] services, where these facilities are not able to be 

sourced locally.  Albury is the natural hub for residents of Corowa.  The very 

simple reasons for this reliance on Wagga is the consequence of distance.  
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Wagga Wagga is 65 K’s from Lockhart, and only 30 K’s from The Rock.  

Albury is 110 K’s from Lockhart, and 98 kilometres from The Rock.  Those 

distances are increased to Corowa, it being 124 kilometres from Lockhart, and 

136 kilometres from The Rock.  If one travelled the extremities of the new 

entity, from The Rock to Mulwala the difference is 176 kilometres.  Will 5 

residents wish to drive all those extra kilometres to the new seat of 

government? I don’t think so.  And, for that reason there will be a huge loss of 

interaction with the local Council.   

 The following examples demonstrate the completely different regional focus 

between the two areas.  Wagga is the base for REROC the Riverina Regional 10 
Group of Councils, and for the following Government Departments, with which 

Lockhart Shire has much interaction: The Rural Fire Service, Regional 

Policing, State Emergency Services, Riverina Regional Tourism, Regional 

Development Australia, cultural and arts, and local land services.  Albury is 

the regional bas for these services in the Corowa Shire.  Riverina Water 15 

provides water services to the Shires of Lockhart and Urana, while Corowa 

Shire undertakes its own water supply.  In the larger political environment, if 

the merger proceeds the new entity will probably be split between government 

electorates.  In New South Wales, Lockhart is currently based in the seat of 

Wagga Wagga, while Corowa and Urana are based in the seat of Albury.  20 

Federally all three Councils are based in the seat of Farrer, centred in Albury.  

Although it has been recently announced, that from the next federal election 

Lockhart Shire will based in the seat of Riverina, centred on Wagga.  Sussan 

Ley, Minister for Health, and Member for Farrer in Border Mail of the 28th of 

January commented “I do not consider it particularly effective when Local 25 

Government areas are spread across state, and federal electorates.  Doubling 

the working relationships needed to be maintained by local Councils to help 

secure vital fundings.” Mr Eden representation is very important to our 

communities.  There is a large discrepancy between the populations of the 

three shires proposed to merge.  Lockhart’s population in 3,000, Urana’s is 30 
1,200 and Corowa’s roughly 11,500.  We’re unsure how many Councillors will 

be mandated, however, let’s assume nine, of a bunch of 18 from Corowa, 27, 

simple maths dictates the majority of Councillors will come from the current 

Corowa Shire, with the current areas of Lockhart and Urana likely to have two 

or three representatives combined.  This will have a negative connotation for 35 

the Lockhart Shire residents and local democracy.  The large distance 

required to represent the community in every day issues and meetings will be 

disincentive for candidates to stand for election, a disaster for local 

democracy.  Assuming two candidates are elected from the Lockhart Shire, 

they would not only have to cover the same area as nine Councillors did 40 

previously, they would also need to familiarise themselves with the rest of the 

larger area as well so they a can take part in meeting discussions.  This will 

be a monumental task for the new Councillors.  Lockhart’s interests need to 

be safeguarded by a strong voice from its representatives, or they run the risk 

that funds may not be evenly distributed.  When jostling for allocation of funds 45 

occurs, it’s easy to imagine that favouritism will be afforded to the area with 

the majority of votes.  It will be a difficult task for our representatives to ensure 

sufficient funds are allocated for our area.  There will also be loss of access to 
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local knowledge, a loss of local interaction between representatives and the 

community.   

 I’d like to make you aware of some of the facts about Lockhart Shire.  We 

meet seven out of the seven Fit for the Future Benchmarks, and have been 

deemed fit for the future by IPART.  Our typical financially sustainable rating is 5 

sound, and in the top 20 percent of the state.  On a comparative information 

criteria extracted from the Office of Local Government, our records show we 

exceed most benchmarks.  For example, we have 48 full time staff whereas 

our comparative group averaged 70.  Our most recent community satisfaction 

survey show a high level of satisfaction with the level of services provided.  Mr 10 
Eden, with all these positive facts about the Shire, it makes me wonder the 

merger is being contemplated, because we seem to be doing pretty well.   

 The merger proposal document states that the merged Council will delivery 

$7,000,000 in net financial savings over 20 years.  This equates to $350,000, 

or less than one percent per annum.  Mr Eden, if I was the CEO of a public 15 

company, and went to my board with this proposal, I would expect to be made 

a laughing stock, and told to go and pack my bags.  That level of expected 

saving is ridiculously small.  On the same track, the $350,000 savings per 

annum is across the whole three shires, which equates to $117,000 per 

annum per shire.  Lockhart Shire’s improvement action plan agreed by IPART 20 

show an average additional income of $604,300 generated each year, for the 

next nine years.  It is fair to say that the net savings from the extra income is 

comparable to the $117,000 savings proposed by the merger.   

 Doesn’t this mean we will be just as well of financially by staying independent, 

as we would be if we merged, and if so, why would the Government pursue 25 

this ill advised course of action?  

 The next matter goes straight to the heart of the Lockhart Shire farming 

community, and concerns the likely effects on farming rates after a merger 

when remaining structures are unified.  I’ve combined the farming rating 

information from three Councils, and assumed that the level of income will be 30 

levied by the new entity.  Our farmers will be surprised and bemused with the 

outcomes.  If you’re a farmer in the Lockhart Shire in the new entity, your 

average rates will increase 19 percent.  Your Urana equivalent will decrease 

18 percent, while Corowa’s equivalent will decrease by just four.  I’m sure this 

will provide significant struggling for our farmers.  Mr Eden, if the final decision 35 

on the merger turns on financial gains the decision must be for the merger not 

to proceed for the reasonable financial gains are not evident.   

 

This section, this section outlines some of the adverse economic impacts 

which will occur in the town of Lockhart if the merger proceeds.  I concentrate 40 

on Lockhart because the majority of the shire staff reside there, and the effect 

will be far more evident than in other urban centres.  This is very concerning.  

It will undoubtedly lead to a decline in the local economy.  The merger 

proposal intends to make savings by re-deployment and shedding of staff.  

The effect of this on the Lockhart economy is two-fold.  Once, by the lack of 45 

salaries, and secondly by the multiplier effect of these on the economy.  We 
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estimate that out of the 18 indoor staff members of Lockhart, at least 11 of 

those will be deployed to Corowa, or be redundant following the three years of 

protected employment.  Included in the multiplier effect, these job losses will 

remove 2,000,000 per annum from Lockhart Community.  A significant 

amount indeed! Of course, the effect of job losses snowballs into all areas of 5 

the community as well. 

 

In conclusion, Mr Eden, many points have been raised in this submission.  

Each of which lies in belief in the community’s and our Council’s decision to 

renounce this proposed merger.  Our financial position is sound, and we have 10 
been assessed by IPART to be fit for the future.  On the other side of the 

ledger, the financial benefits in the merger proposal are dubious to say the 

least.  The negative economy effect of the town of Lockhart will be disastrous.  

Our representation on a merger Council will be decimated.  While very little 

community of interest in this larger merger partner.  Additionally, we have no 15 

guarantees that current level of services within our shire will be continued.  

Not only may they fall, but our farmland rate will be required to pay an 

additional 19 percent per annum for the privilege.  On top of all this, both 

local, state MP’s are on the record against Lockhart’s inclusion in the merger.  

Similarly, our federal minister and local member for Farrer, Sussan Ley, has 20 

renounced it.  As well as our former Deputy Prime Minister, and local resident, 

Mr Tim Fisher, along with a letter coming from Michael McCormack, a 

member for Riverina today.   

 

Mr Eden, I urge you to recommend to the Minister for Local Government, Mr 25 

Paul Toole, that the three-way merger not proceed, and allow Lockhart to 

retain its independency as a rural based Council.  Thank You. 

Facilitator:  Sarah, I’d like you to come up to speak, and if Jim Morgan could come down 

to the front that would be appreciated.   

Sarah: Good evening Mr Eden.  My name is Sarah Jones.  I am a resident and 30 

employee of Lockhart Shire for the past 14 years.  My husband is an 

ambulance officer stationed in Lockhart, and required to be on call seven days 

out of 14.  I am against this three-way merger proposal.  I’d like to speak on 

the effect of this proposal on employment of staff, criteria E2, and also 

criterion D, the attitude of residents and rate payers, of which I am both.  35 

You’ll recall, possibly, that I have been at all today’s meetings.  I left my home 

at 7:45 this morning to arrive at Corowa at 9am, a distance of 104 kilometres 

and a trip of an hour and ten minutes, or a return trip of almost two and a half 

hours.  This is only because I know the back roads.  This equates to 1,040 

kilometres per week in my private vehicle, and $30-50 per day in fuel and 40 

wear and tear on that vehicle.  Under this proposal there is a very real chance 

that my job could be relocated to Corowa.  If I have to work in Corowa, 

because with three young children, being unemployed is not an option, my 

start time being 8:30, I am going to have to leave at 7:00am, to give allowance 

for road works, cattle, and any other obstacles that might delay my trip.  My 45 

children are 11, 9, and 7.  They are not old enough to be left home alone for 

an hour and a half in the mornings, and two or more hours in the afternoon, 

which could easily be more if my husband has been called out to an 
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emergency.  There are limited childcare places in Lockhart, which are 

expensive, and I face the possibility of having to relocate my family to another 

town to make this situation workable, without my husband, because they may 

be no opportunities for him to transfer.  This will mean an incredibly poor 

work-life ratio and will have a detrimental effect on my family because I won’t 5 

have time after school to spend with them.  They will be fed and ready for bed 

before I even get home.   

 

With regard to criteria A, Corowa’s Mayor this morning mentioned that their 

rate payers will subsidise The Rock.  Conversely, residents of the current 10 
Lockhart Shire will see little to no benefit from millions of dollars raised in this 

area, to be spent on upgrades of the Murray and Lake Mulwala foreshores, or 

a multi-million dollar bridge over the Murray.  Lockhart has shown, over its 

110 year history that it can work with its neighbours and its regional 

organisation, to provide services for this shire.  Lockhart is a founding 15 

member of the Riverina Regional Library and provides a mobile library service 

for the small villages like Yerong Creek and Milbrulong.  Lockhart Shire has 

assisted with the provision of aged care services of Woodhaven and Emily 

Gardens by working with our communities.  We do not need to be bigger to 

provide those facilities for our communities.  With regard to communities and 20 

interest, you’ve heard many times today that Lockhart is aligned with Wagga 

and Riverina and Corowa the Murray.  There is no community of interest.  I’ll 

use a sporting analogy like the one on page 14 of the proposal.  Yes, we play 

our footy and netball in the Hume League.  That doesn’t make us the same.  I 

grew up in Ryde, in Sydney, I played hockey for Epping and our opposing 25 

teams came from Campbelltown and Manley; very different demographics.   

Mike: Thank you. 

Facilitator: If Greg [indecipherable] could please come to down to the front it would be 

appreciated. 

Phillip: Thank you very much Mr Eden for the opportunity to talk this evening.  My 30 

name is Phillip [indecipherable].  I’m a fourth generation Lockhart rate payer 

and a very proud chairman of our community bank here in Lockhart.  Lockhart 

Community Bendigo Bank.  In the scheme of things, the Bendigo Bank, in the 

last 20 odd years since inception, 18 years, has contributed $148,000,000 in 

community contributions around Australia and in the last, 12 months the 35 

bank’s grown 18.1 million.  Over a million account holders, $38 million in 

dividends, 1500 staff, 700,000 customers, 2,000 directors, and 75,000 

shareholders.  Our community bank in Lockhart consists of 9 directors, 350 

shareholders and we employ 6 full and part time staff.  We are against the 

merger because of the economic reasons that – it will have a downturn affect 40 

on the whole economy and the banking sector.  We currently have 

$84,000,000 of banking business and in the last 12 years we’ve returned 

$1.27 million to our local shire area.  Nobody else is doing this in Australia.  In 

the next two months we’ll be giving $65,000 out to the local Lockhart 

Football/Netball Club, the Lockhart Bowling Club, and whilst this hasn’t been 45 

announced yet, I’m going to announce it tonight, I hope my other directors 

don’t mind, we’re giving $10,000 to the Lockhart Hospital Auxiliary towards a 
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new X-Ray machine.  None of these things will be happening.  Over our 13 

year journey we’ve been a long term partner with Lockhart Shire Council.  

We’ve gone with funding projects and we’ve contributed in the realms of 

$300,000.  Without this initial seed money, many of these projects would not 

have gone ahead; two examples are the Grandstand and the Museum, and 5 

this has greatly enhanced the Council’s ability to start and complete projects.  

And, if you look on the thing we have an infrastructure backlog to fill.   

 Bendigo and Adelaide Bank have a social conscience, unlike many, and 

they’ve been working on with Deloitte Access Economics and they’ve put 

together the social and economical value of these projects, they call it a 10 
Community Strengthening Index.  As an example $50,000 that went into the 

Museum, it was a $410,000 project.  They said the economic score for that 

was $2.10 for every dollar that we put in for it.  The social impacts have been 

moderate to high in the whole scheme of things.  This is all factual stuff from 

Deloitte’s.  Now, I’m a little bit confused here, I’ve got too many pages.  As a 15 

result of that, the investment made on behalf of our community bank 

customers was a catalyst for a further funding, so without that the community 

projects would not have occurred.  I think this is very important, projects 

completed to the overall health and well being of community members, 

restoring morale, and we’ve had some hard times here, in hardship we’ve 20 

promoted engagement with other people and we’ve prevented social isolation.  

It’s given our community pride and we’ve encouraged tourism and economic 

growth.  The reasons I am against this, on behalf of the bank, and there are a 

million reasons, these are just a few, as per the Lockhart Shire Council 

minutes, December 2012, they’ve currently got $1.75 million in deposits in our 25 

bank that will disappear. 

Mike: Phillip, that’s three minutes. 

Phillip: It’s a joke getting three minutes.  Summation: Lockhart Shire Council is a 

viable standalone entity with a proven track record of responsible fiscal 

management, and having a community bank in our shire is a major asset. 30 

Mike: Thank you. 

Facilitator: I’d like to call Jim Morgan up to speak, and if Elaine [indecipherable] could 

come down it would be appreciated. 

Jim: Thank you, Mr Eden, for the opportunity to speak, and to all the community 

citizens who come along tonight to show their support for retaining Lockhart 35 

Council as it is today. 

 

Public speaking isn’t my forte, I’m a farmer.  Sorry I didn’t say my name, but 

it’s Jim Morgan and I’m a farmer about 12 K’s out on the very edge of the 

Lockhart Wagga Shire, and I’ve been farming there quite successfully for 46 40 

years and a rate payer for that amount of time.  There’s a few points I’d just 

like to highlight tonight and I’ll be reasonably brief.   

 

In the dot point 5 in the Minister’s foreword it says the new Council will have 

effective representation to meet the needs of the community.  It is closely 45 
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followed in the executive summary, it states that some of the net savings to 

Council operations would be by reducing expenditure on Council fees.   The 

only way these savings can occur is through fewer Councillors.  So, therefore, 

that’s less representation, not better representation.  At the moment the 

Lockhart Shire has good representation across the whole of the Shire.  If 5 

Lockhart is to merge with Corowa there would not be any local representation, 

I can guarantee you that now.  Why would – and I must state I am a 

Councillor on the Lockhart Shire, I’ve only been on there for three and a half 

years but I’m quite passionate about this great shire we have.  I’d like to ask 

the question, when is Local Government no longer local? I wouldn’t call 170 10 
kilometres, or two hours away, local! I myself know six people in the Corowa 

Shire, and they were once locals of our Shire.  And, I would suggest that it is 

vice versa.  There would not be too many people in the Corowa Shire who 

know what’s going on down in the Lockhart Shire.  Sorry about – I did state 

representation would be lost because no one as far away as Mulwala would 15 

show much interest in this part of the shire.   

 In a little, little bit, in the glossary, said that our may get improved parks and 

gardens.  I haven’t seen the community putting up their hands singing out that 

our parks and gardens aren’t much good and we want better ones.  And, I’m 

not so sure they’d be interested in spending large sums of money in 20 

upgrading the foreshores of Mulwala.  I’ve been down to Mulwala and the 

foreshores are quite adequate.   

 

I’d to like also suggest to you that bigger isn’t always better.  I’d like to make 

mention that about 15 K’s, 16 K’s, from Lockhart we have a little place called 25 

Ozgone and they run Netball/Football clubs, they don’t even have a township, 

but by crikey they have a strong community out there, and that’s in our 

Lockhart Shire.  I’d like to finish by saying I’m not prepared to sell this shire for 

$5,000,000 and I can save you $5,000,000 tonight, by leaving the shire how it 

is, and so that will certainly erode your $7,000,000 over 20 years.  Thank you. 30 

Facilitator: Greg will speak next, and if Patrick Clancy can come down please. 

Greg: Thank you, Mr Eden, my name is Greg [indecipherable].  I’m speak on behalf 

of The Rock Recreation Ground Committee.  The Rock Recreation Ground 

Committee is a section 355 Committee of Council and provides facilities for 

the following groups.  The Rock-Yerong Creek Football/Netball Club, which is 35 

about 128 participants; The Rock-Yerong Creek Junior Football/Netball Club, 

about 100 participants; The Rock Touch Football Association, 140; The Rock-

Yerong Creek Cricket Club, about 20; The Rock Pony Club 40; and The Rock 

School, about 200 pupils.  There is also a free camping facility at the ground.  

Our group is strongly opposed to the proposed to merger due to the various ill 40 

effects it will have on the future development of the complex and the 

community as a whole.  It wasn’t that long ago that the recreation ground 

consisted of a football ground, a cricket pitch, and a couple of old tin sheds.  

We waited for the autumn break to soften up the ground for football, I’m sure 

you’d appreciate that as a former footballer, and removed the bindies.  During 45 

the diligence of a number of residents over the years, and strong financial 

backing of Council, and great support from our local member, we now have a 
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very good facility; which features a new underground watering system from a 

licensed bore, a big pavilion, new change rooms, all with a netball court, 

separate facility for the Pony Club.  There are a public toilets and a dump 

point for RV travellers.  Following the 2012 floods, the netball courts were 

severely damaged.  Council paid for the resurfacing, and also provided a new 5 

all abilities facility and a baby change room in the pavilion, to cater for our 

elderly patrons and young mothers.  They gave the grounds and interest free 

loan to facilitate new change rooms, even in the extreme heat of summer; our 

facilities are like an oasis that provides a healthy outdoor area for activities, 

especially for the local school.  The development of this facility has only been 10 
possible by the strong partnership between the community and Council.  This 

is further enhanced by having local representation that is involved in 

community activities.  The Rock has no community of interest with Corowa, 

our orientation is to Wagga, we don’t play football in the Hume League, we 

play Wagga when we play north of Wagga.  Whereas, Corowa is orientated to 15 

Albury, we are to Wagga.  We feel that due to the population and distance 

from Corowa, we would soon be forgotten and severely disadvantaged.  We 

would have little or no representation on Council, even if a ward system was 

introduced.  The capacity of the community to maintain and enhance our 

facility is heavily reliant on an annual subsidy from Council.  Should this be 20 

diminished, and I fear for the future I fear for the future of the facility.  

Community volunteers are getting harder and hard to get, especially if all you 

see ahead is a hard slog.  The partnership between Council and community is 

the key to living communities.  Our town has great potential to grow, and feed 

off Wagga Wagga.  Council has recognised this and has put in place plans to 25 

facilitate this including a residential development, expanded sewerage 

scheme and enhanced recreation facilities.  Relationship between our 

community and Council is positive and strong, we should not be swayed by 

dubious figures by accountants who seem to know the cost of everything, but 

the value of nothing.  We value our community, and relationship we have with 30 
Council, we would strongly urge you to keep us independent.  Thank you.   

Gerry: Mr Eden, my name is Gerry Lane.  I live in Lockhart Shire and my wife, two 

married sons, and their families living and working in our shire.  I am also a 

current director of Grain Growers Limited, and a past director on Grain Corp 

Operations Limited, and a member and graduate of the AICB.  Addressing 35 

your point 8F section 263 and speaking against it, you say that the total 

financial advantages and disadvantages of the proposal, the figure’s over a 20 

year period, and is completely inconsistent with reality.  The $27,000,000 

would be better utilised being passed across to local Councils to be delivered 

into existing infrastructure.   40 

 “Community of interest and community cohesion in existing area and any 

proposed new area”, I recognise the three shires are largely comprised of 

agricultural land, which is common knowledge.  We all know the common 

business profile across the area and the corresponding workforce require very 

similar services and infrastructure.  A three way merged Council will be able 45 

to justify equal service and representation of all residents.  “The existing 

historic and traditional values in existing areas and impact on them”; here I 
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say: see the history of the Lockhart Shire complied by Mr Frank Pritchard, it’s 

quite a document.   

 “Loss of representation” at the state and federal level as a result of continual 

boundary changes conflicts with our own ability to be recognised.  The 

proposed forced amalgamations with Corowa and Urana will reduce our ability 5 

to gain services required for sustainability.   

 “The attitude of resident and rate payers of the areas concerned”; my 

research in Corowa resident’s attitudes has strongly indicated they do not 

want Lockhart.  I could not agree more with their rational judgement.   

 “Requirements of the area concerned with regard to representation”; Corowa 10 

has identified clearly, and I say very clearly, in caps lock, they do not want 

wards.  Historical evidence proves assimilations, example large corporate 

company shires, destroys the fringe area of participation.   

 “The impact of the proposal for the forced merger Council to provide 

adequate, equitable and appropriate services and facilities”; common 15 

knowledge; he who has the power wheels the whip.  Similarly today, have a 

look at the world oil supply, have a look at all the cartels around, similarly, 

larger Councils, they will not give away power.   

 “The impact of the proposal on the employment of staff”; will generate staff 

redundancies as to be expected.  Past experiences of mergers, acquisitions, 20 

takeovers, hostile or friendly, will lead to one decentralised corporate 

conglomerate giving less control, less service, loss of employment position 

with increase cost.  Perfect example, for a ghost town. 

 “The impact of the article on rural communities in the resulting area”; Lockhart 

community will struggle and die a gradual, painful death.  Take note, country 25 

people will fight to retain what we have, in what we attempt to accomplish, 

following our successful forefathers.  We will fight for our economy with all our 

might.   

Facilitator: Thank you.  No problem.  And, then Mandy [indecipherable]  if you could 

come down to the front.    30 

Patrick: Thank you.  Patrick Clancey, farmer, Pleasant Hills.  We’re very afraid of the 

future with this proposed merger in the sense that our village runs on a lot of 

volunteer support and an enormous support from the Lockhart Shire Council.  

The Lockhart Shire Council supports the community hotel, which is the first 

community hotel licence in New South Wales, and we rely on around about 30 35 

people who run the hotel as an executive and as bar staff, and as cooks on 

Saturday nights.  We also have children who do the cooking on Friday nights.  

This hotel is very well supported by everybody in the whole of the Lockhart 

Shire, and we certainly appreciate that.  The Lockhart Shire also do a 

marvellous job around the towns supporting the tennis club with resurfacing 40 

the tennis courts in the last two years.  Also, we’ve just reroofed the hall, the 

Public Hall at Pleasant Hills, and we’ve had support there as well.  The 

Council also, we also have a tip out at Pleasant Hills, now if there is a 
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proposed merger, I’m afraid we’ll lose that tip, that tip is very, very important 

to our community, and I’m not sure where we’ll finish up if we lose our tip.  At 

the tip we also run a very successful drum muster.  All the money from the 

drum muster goes back either into the community hotel, or the preschool.  If 

we lose that site, I’m just not sure where we can go to do our drum mustering, 5 

from there on.  Also, the Council are very proactive in keeping the town in 

beautification, and supporting the fire brigade as well.  We run a very good fire 

brigade at Pleasant Hills which has a lot of support.  In winding up, so 

everyone else can get up and have a chat.  We have no intention of 

supporting any merger, and the village of Pleasant Hills would like to stay as 10 
the Lockhart Shire only.  Thank you.   

Facilitator: I invite [indecipherable] to speak, and I’d just like Ian [indecipherable] to come 

up to the front.   

Ann: Can I make a correction? I’m Ann Martin, I didn’t put in the apology for Tracey 

Driscal as she was unable to attend.  So, my name is Ann Martin I’m the 15 

secretary of The Rock Progress Association, and I wish to speak against the 

amalgamation of the on the grounds of social and economic reasons.  Our 

progress association’s primary purpose is to liaise and negotiate with Council 

and State Government re: projects, green applications and issues concerning 

the town of The Rock.  The Association has had the luxury of having two 20 

Council members on it’s committee and access to administrative staff, 

including the shire’s tourist promotion officer.  The following examples are the 

most recent, as time does not allow us to go into detail of all the wonderful 

things the Council has done through us.  But, in the village of The Rock 

Council has either wholly financed these initiatives, such as the refurbishment 25 

of the Avenue Gardens and extension of the Avenue Gardens, refurbishment 

of the toilet facilities at The Rock Hill, established a walking track to The Rock 

Hill, which attracts thousands of visitors annually.  Upgrading of Coronation 

Park, which is the children’s playground park.  Upgrading and additional toilet 

facilities in The Avenue, installation of pedestrian ramps across The Avenue, 30 

caravan dump site at the Recreation Ground, as already just mentioned.  

Installation of additional power boxes in The Avenue, installation of historical 

plaques on buildings of significance, installation of additional memorials and 

murals commemorating the centenary of World War One, grants to stage 

town events, assistance in conducting street markets, and ongoing lobbying 35 

re the upgrading of our swimming pool.  Progress members also sit on other 

consulting committees, as established by the police and community, which, as 

we know, we are attached to the Wagga Command, so therefore it is through 

that community that we sit, or representatives of our community sit.  They also 

sit on the Flood Committee, as you know also, The Rock was impacted 40 

greatly by floods, and there are ongoing flood mitigation projects going on 

around the town.  It also had a Commerce and Tourism Committee and also 

other such committees that may form for a special purpose within the town 

when a project is ongoing.  The Progress representatives felt that these 

committees were entirely valuable, because not only in a lot of these 45 

committees does the Mayor sit, and we had an immediate listening ear to our 

concerns, and often there was a solution forth coming at the meeting, or we 

would certainly get some action later on.  So, we feel that if we go to Corowa, 
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that listening ear will be very remote.  So, again I’d just like to emphasis the 

Progress Association highly functioning relationship with the Council and its 

administrative staff.  We are a significant voice of the town, and we would like 

to remain as we are, as a Local Government board of Lockhart Council.  So 

we’d like to remain alone.  Thank you.   5 

Facilitator: Thank you.  I’d like to invite Mandy [indecipherable] to speak, and if Paul Finn 

could please come to the front.   

Mandy: Thank you for the opportunity to speak.  I’m Mandy [indecipherable] I’m a 

resident of the Shire, and I’m speaking on behalf of the Spirit of the Land 

Committee, which is a committee that develops a festival in Lockhart each 10 
year.  In October of this year we hope to hold the 10th Spirit of the Land 

Festival Weekend.  This festival is well supported by the community, boosting 

the local economy significantly.  Most businesses in the town record their best 

trading for the year over this weekend.  The Farm Act Sculpture Competition, 

the signature of the festival, has bought many fine artworks to Lockhart 15 

permanently.  This has made Lockhart a destination, not only on the festival 

weekend, but though out the year.  This festival is important for Lockhart 

socially, economically and culturally.  The Lockhart Shire has supported the 

festival with significant financial and in kind contributions since its inception.  

Without the Shire’s support, there would not be a festival.  The committee 20 

feels that if we had to compete with all the other events in the proposed 

amalgamated shire it is quite possible we would lose this funding, and 

consequently the festival.  A further concern might be, that as Corowa is the 

biggest population centre in the Shire, it may be seen as a more fitting venue 

for the festival.  The Spirit of the Land Festival has become a highlight of the 25 

town’s calendar and we want it to stay that way, so we are against the 

proposal.  Thank you.   

Facilitator: If I could invite Ian [indecipherable]o please speak and if Desmond O’Connell 

could please come down to the front.   

Ian: Thank you Mr Delegate for the opportunity of speaking tonight.  I am a 30 

resident of Lockhart for the last 46 years, I have run a professional business 

here for all of that time, and I have been involved in most organisations that 

have been in Lockhart.  Currently I am the Chairman of the Woodhaven Aged 

Care Facility which has been running for the past 25 odd years.  I would like 

to congratulate the Council on the presentation their against, for laying out 35 

what a forced amalgamation is going to mean, particularly for Lockhart 

Township.  I thought Lockhart Township ticked all the boxes to standalone.  

But, maybe the minister will sign off on the forced amalgamation following this 

democratic process that we’re going through now.  Tell me, how can one man 

sign off on what he believes is the right thing, which, if he says yes to the 40 

amalgamation means he’s going to kill our town and district.  That’s not 

democratic! That’s hardly democratic, it’s like a dictatorship.    

 Lockhart is the hub of a large and successful farming area.  It has the Council 

infrastructure, it has the new hospital, and the railway line has recently been 

upgraded.  There are many, many facilities here that the Government has 45 
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poured its money into.  And, now we see the possibility of that being hived off, 

that our population is going to diminish, and those facilities will not be 

available for us in the future, because of lack of use.  It just does not make 

sense to me, the amalgamation.  People in the community, companies and 

their employees, have worked hard over many years to provide services to 5 

the town and district.  Without people, how do we continue to provide these 

businesses with people to assist us to run them? The human cost of forced 

amalgamation will be huge.  There will be people forced to leave.  The values 

of their homes will decline, which means they will lose equity in their 

relocation.  Have the amalgamation gurus given much thought to the human 10 
process and human suffering that is going to occur should this forced 

amalgamation take place? I wonder.  This amalgamation process appears to 

be about numbers.  That’s where the Government don’t get it.  It’s about 

people, the people who elected them into government.  Just two more things I 

want to say, the KPMG report whilst I know it will be about bigger is better, 15 

does not have, has not been released as far as I’m aware, and I’m sure it 

doesn’t say anything about the human cost of the amalgamation.  The report, 

I understand, cost $6,000,000.  I presume the bill has been paid.  That’s our 

money, how come we have not been given a copy of it? Lastly, I want to 

emphasise to the minister’s delegate that our communities have worked hard 20 

over many years to greatly improve what’s in our shire.   

Facilitator: Ian, I know you’re very passionate.  We can document that and - - - 

Ian: I’ve only got 30 seconds to go.  Don’t take that away with the stroke of a pen.  

No to forced amalgamation, yes to our jobs, businesses and communities.  

Thank you.   25 

Facilitator:  If I could have Paul Finn down to the front, and if James [indecipherable] 

could come to the mic.  Thank you.   

Paul: Thank you.  My name is Paul Finn.  I’m a fourth generation farmer in Lockhart 

Shire.  But tonight I wish to speak on behalf of Yerong Creek Bowling Club 

and Yerong Creek community.  I’m the current president of the Yerong Creek 30 

Bowling Club, and the current licensee.  Yerong Creek is a small town in the 

far east of the Lockhart Shire.  Our club has undergone major redevelopments 

in the last few years, since the 2000 Olympics when the hotel sold their 

licence, as a lot of hotels did, they were suddenly worth a lot of money.  Our 

little club and it was little then, went from two or three days a week trading to 35 

seven days to keep the community together.  To keep the community 

provided with some local meeting place, watering hole, and somewhere for 

social interaction within our community.  We worked very hard over those 

years to rebuild our club.  We spent about $700,000 at our club on Yerong 

Creek.  Most of it of course with grants and things like that, but within the 40 

community we raised over $150,000 to go towards that redevelopment.  Our 

stage one of redevelopment, which was the mid 2000s, was largely done with 

three and a half thousand hours of volunteer labour, with a number of licensed 

builders helping us.  That was an incredible effort for a small town, and if you 

know Yerong Creek, we’ve got 120 people in the town.  We cover a fairly wide 45 

area, but three and a half thousand hours was a lot of volunteer hours.  The 
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Town Hall was almost falling down.  We needed a new Town Hall in the town.  

That Town Hall is now attached to the club under a special licence.  That was 

opened a few years ago.  It is capable of seating 200 people.  People walk in 

there and think Yerong Creek; you’ve got a facility like that? Three or four 

years ago we put new lights towers on our bowling green.  Before then the old 5 

ones were the 1950 version, and we’ve got new light towers, and it makes 

Yerong Creek look very, very impressive.   

 The reason I bring all that up is because of the help and support the Council 

have given us all the way through our redevelopment both financially with 

grants and loans, and more especially with the easy access we had to 10 

Councils and Council staff.  Personally I was very involved with the light 

towers, and that was actually the first time I’d had anything to do with a permit 

application.  You’ll realise that you have to have personal involvement and be 

able to get to talk to those people on a daily basis, that it’s easier face to face.  

Something I cannot see happening if we’re centred down at Corowa.  15 

Lockhart Council have been very, very supportive of our club, and of our 

community as a whole.  An example of local representation, as one of the 

speakers from The Rock has already said.  Because we’ve got wards, we’ve 

got three representatives on our Council in our area.  They are all very 

accessible, they’re all known to everyone, especially to ring them up and have 20 

a chat, or see them down the street.  Wagga Council amalgamated with 

Kiamba and Mitchell a few years ago.  There is now only one Councillor 

outside of the Wagga area, and that’s what I’m afraid will happen here as well.  

Thank you very much for listening to me.  Yerong Creek are very much 

against amalgamation, we are going to be the farthest reach of the Corowa 25 

Shire, and it’s going to be very difficult, Corowa is a very different 

demographic to us as had been said tonight.  Thank you.   

Mike: Thank you.   

Facilitator: Desmond O’Conner, I’d like to invite you to speak.  And, if Rob Matthews 

could please come down to the front.   30 

Desmond: I’m from the Lockhart Shire.  I wrote this letter, because it has been suggested 

that three shires should amalgamate.  Lockhart has been deemed able to 

standalone, that is what I am in favour of.  I wish Corowa success in what they 

choose to negotiate.  I don’t know a lot about Corowa Shire, I have a strong 

tourism trade, and a lady who is situated being on the Murray River.  Urana 35 

Shire has fascinating water resources and has healthy ground for growing 

stock, a manmade lake, and a natural lake, there has always been business 

dealings between Urana and Lockhart.  As both shires have indicated, they 

don’t want a three-way merger.  I hope that statement helps Lockhart to 

standalone.  Alone, means alone and not Wagga involved.  I want to talk 40 

about the logistics of running three shires if the above suggestion is 

unsuccessful.  The area for the three shires is in excess of 3000 square 

kilometres.  Five kilometres from Lockhart, along the railway line towards The 

Rock is a massive pile of ballast.  It was put there by an engineering firm from 

Leeton, it is for the railway department.  Leeton is about 100 K’s from 45 

Lockhart, I was asked to supply a load of water for their semi trailer.  Water is 

used to spray the ballast when loading for [indecipherable] reasons.  About 
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the first of October, driving to Lockhart passed the project, I was stopped by a 

man who thanked me for the water.  Dean wanted to know what happened to 

the water he said.  Well someone had to visit the pile and let the water out 

onto level ballast.  The workers arrived with a loaded truck and it became 

bogged.  The firm was running to a deadline and it was a hell of a job to pull 5 

the truck out.  Soon after that a caravan arrived and was placed 200 yards 

west of the pile and was on the other side of the railway line, a kelpie dog was 

also added to the team.  When next I went down I stopped and talked to the 

man with the kelpie.  How’s the dog going? I asked.  Great, was the reply.  On 

the night of the picnic races, October the 13th, 2am the dog started to bark.  10 
The dog carer rose from his sleep and frightened two persons away from the 

loader.  As we don’t live in Eldorado, Murphy’s Law stands to rule.  Anything 

that can go wrong, does go wrong, and you’re a hundred miles from home.  

I’ve still got time, I’ll add a little bit more.  I don’t want to talk, I want to beg.  

There’s those in charge will do their utmost to attain a sensible solution, and 15 

I’m sure they will.  I’d like them to start at the new development in West 

Lockhart, and New Magnolia licence as put there with the help of two 

bachelors from a farm called Magnolia.  Proceeding it to the look out at the 

caravan park, being one of the best.  Look at the big building in main street, 

vacant banks, proceed to Woodhaven put there by a dentist from Macquarie 20 

Street, a doctor who married a local girl.  He used to take the team and sell 

wood.  He also [indecipherable] turkeys and had rovers moving on horses.  

Proceed along good local roads to The Rock, and via the ballast pile and see 

what the Council are doing at The Rock, and putting in the bike track at The 

Rock Hill.  During the week up at The Rock, most of the grain for that comes 25 

from The Shire of Lockhart.  Thank you. 

Facilitator: Could I please invite James [indecipherable] to come up, and Margaret 

[indecipherable] are you going to speak tonight again? 

James: Mr Eden, my name is James [indecipherable], and I’m a resident of The Rock.  

I’d like to raise two points in regards to the New South Wales State 30 

Government merger proposal document.  Firstly, the New South Wales 

Government merger proposal states the merger will reduce red tape, including 

the complexity of dealing with Council regulations when doing business 

across existing Council boundaries.  Tradies were specifically mentioned, this 

assumption is inaccurate.  As mentioned by the Mayor, our retail hub in 35 

Wagga Wagga, the vast majority of tradies do business within Lockhart Shire 

itself, not Corowa, or Urana, as well as in Wagga Wagga.  The merger will 

have little benefit to reducing obstacles in processing applications.  Second 

point, the merger is all about financial savings and promoting strategic growth 

in the area.  I believe our shire will grow in the near future, further enhancing 40 

its credibility of being financially viable.  I say this given the relatively short 

travel time from The Rock to Wagga Wagga, its 15 minutes to South City, 

from The Rock, and 20 minutes to the CBD at the moment.  Also, the rising 

cost of land in Wagga, and the plans for expansion in The Rock, which is an 

attraction for new home builders.  A key part of this assumption is that an 45 

average block of land in Wagga Wagga is nearly $100,000 more than that at 

The Rock.  It is only a matter of time before the first home buyers will be 

priced out of Wagga, or enticed by the huge savings of building in the 
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Lockhart Shire area.  It is also widely known in the building industry that 

Lockhart Shire is so much easier to deal with than Wagga City Council.  This 

is verified by two other members of my family having building approvals 

processed within two weeks, within Lockhart Shire.  This is almost unheard of 

in larger Councils.  The Kapuge Bypass is due to be completed this year, 5 

which will further reduce the travel times from The Rock to Wagga.  28 

members of my family have move to the area in the last two years and a 

number of my friends in Wagga are also considering the move.  Mr Eden 

Lockhart has been deemed fit for the future, its financially viable, it will grow, 

there is no need to change for changes sake.  Thank you.   10 

Facilitator: If I could please invite Todd Matthews to speak, and Pia [indecipherable] to 

please come down the front.  If anybody has come through and gone out the 

back and hasn’t had a chance to sign at the table to register, if they could 

please do so if they’ve already registered previous to coming here, there’s no 

need to do that.   15 

Todd: Thank you Mike.  I represent my business, I’m the owner of the IGA 

Supermarket here in Lockhart.  It’s my store, it’s a family business, we employ 

22 staff members and we pay about $800,000 a year in wages.  Now, the 

business is very simple, I’m sure I don’t need to give an explanation of 

business, but it’s got to do with income.  As your income drops, you have to 20 

reduce your expenses.  Unfortunately, in my business, rent, the landlord won’t 

talk to me, the electricity, I can’t get my electricity down, so I’ve only got one 

area to move.  As the business drops, I have to reduce wages.  Unfortunately 

this has a modifying effect, this being mentioned a couple of times tonight in 

relation to other businesses in the area, for every $100,000 we pay out, it 25 

goes to people, who go to the clubs, who then go to the local petrol, they do it 

locally and get involved all the time.  So, I can see I don’t need to explain too 

much about that, but even the result of the reduction in the number of staff, 

anywhere in our community will have a devastating impact, especially on local 

business.  So, what are the options? I mean I agree entirely with everybody 30 

today, that the best option is to standalone, however in business one 

becomes a pragmatist, you’ve got to live within – if Aldi decided to open up 

down the street next to me I would have to do something to respond to it.  I’d 

could hope they wouldn’t do it.  I have a fear, and my fear is that although the 

resilience and pride of our community, it may not work, I’m not sure if this 35 

opportunity will be placed necessarily reasonably unmovable.  So, the 

question is what do we do? I think that everyone here tonight, and I hope that 

you also see that going to Corowa is ridiculous.  Its too far, everyone’s 

explained it, I don’t need to explain it.  So, I’m a businessman, what’s the best 

thing for my business? There is no doubt in my mind, the best thing for us is if 40 

amalgamation is forced upon us, is to go to Wagga.  I don’t know if I’ll get 

booed out of town for this, but the reality of it is that if it happens, that’s the 

best way for us to go.  I don’t want it to happen, but let’s have a look at it.  I 

think what’d we’d have to negotiate a very good outcome.  Now, I rang an old 

business compatriot of mine, who is the general manager in Wagga, and I just 45 

put a few questions to him, I said possible to run a village, or and autonomous 

sort of area, and in Australia at the moment, there’s quite a few examples of 

autonomous areas within a Council, where they have their own budgets, 
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where they have their own facilities, they can run it themselves to a large 

degree.  And I think that could be negotiated, it would be fantastic.  

Expansion, I also think that we could take over some of the areas that Wagga 

currently caters for.  I don’t see why the Collingullie area couldn’t be part of 

our area.  I couldn’t see why Mangoplah wouldn’t fall in as well.  Population 5 

would increase.  Imagine where you’re coming from now.  I can see Lockhart 

increasing in population if handled properly.  Not losing everything, but 

gaining.  We need to maintain our integrity; we need to maintain our 

independence.  Tourism! Why didn’t I think of tourism, I mean I was president 

of the Progress Association for a few years, struggling to get Wagga Tourism 10 
to support us.  I can see it could really happen if we were supported by the 

Wagga Tourism Board.  And, and the last thing I will say if you want to see 

that’s happened, Bendigo and Heathcote, is a classic example of a small, 

rural town that has really benefited from combining with Bendigo.  Thank you 

very much.   15 

Facilitator: Is Peter, sorry, I’m probably pronouncing this terribly, could come to the 

podium.  Peter [indecipherable], if he’s in the room and would like to speak.  

And the next person, again I’m probably pronouncing this terribly, Colin 

Weise.   

Margaret: Good evening Mr Eden, and thank you for the opportunity to speak.  My 20 

name’s Margaret Sharma, and I’m married to a local farmer whose family 

have lived in the Lockhart Region for over 100 years.  Since moving here over 

34 years ago I have watched with interest, joy and a lot of enthusiasm the 

growth of Lockhart, particularly the township of Lockhart, from when I first 

came here and there wasn’t an IGA, there was Harris’ General Store.  We’ve 25 

continued to grow, and it has been a great joy to see that happen.  I now 

proudly call Lockhart home, and one of the reason I do that is because there 

is such a level of support, a sense of community and a sense of belonging 

that I feel here in Lockhart, that I never felt in areas I’ve worked in as a 

teacher in my travels before I was married.  So, I think this sense of 30 

community would be harmed in a very real way if this merger proceeds.   

 Now, very quickly my background is in education, and educational research, 

so looking forward to this evening I looked for some information on forced 

amalgamations and one of those studies was done by Brian Dollery, Joel 

Byrnes and Lin Crase.  It was into Australian Local Government 35 

amalgamations and it was a conceptual analysis.  Now, it was a very large 

paper, and I tried to summarise it briefly, and it said a common argument 

advanced by proponents of Australian local Council amalgamation proposals 

says that bigger is cheaper due to the existence of substantial economies of 

scale in local Council provisions.  This argument typically asserts that local 40 

Councils with large populations can provide much better municipal services at 

a lower cost per unit of output than local authorities with smaller population 

bases.  However, in the winding up of this paper, the paper found that 

population sizes can’t accurately policy Local Government output.  It also said 

that Australian Local Government policy makers have historically been 45 

wedded to the idea that bigger is cheaper, and that local Council services 

position would be a better way to go.  In this paper it said that this assumption 

didn’t lead to structural reform policies that were supportive of the small 
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adjacent local Councils.  So, I was just wondering, and this is a question to 

you that maybe you would pass on to the minister, because I haven’t been 

able to find it.  What studies were used, and what evidence has been put 

forward for the proposals to force the amalgamations of Councils, not only 

here, but across New South Wales? And, just wondering what this has been 5 

based on? So, I just hope that my voice tonight, and just referring to this very 

large paper, which I’d happily pass on to anyone here tonight to read it.  I’m 

just hoping that my voice will be heard, along with all the other speakers by 

the minister, and that reason will prevail and that Lockhart will remain a 

standalone entity.  Thank you.   10 

Facilitator:  I’d like to invite [indecipherable] to please come up and if Colin, you could 

come to the front and Peter Smith. 

Peter: Thank you Mr Eden, town crier, Mr Mayor, my name is Peter [indecipherable] 

I live in Lockhart, have for the last 12 years, at the western end of town, and a 

while out in farming country 35 K’s to the west in Urana Shire.  So, I’ve got a 15 

foot in two camps tonight.  And, there’s been so much covered, and it really 

think that the Mayor has covered most bases, so I’ve got to try and think 

about how to diversify in my couple of minutes, and I was hoping that it might 

be towards the end, so that all the others have had a chance to speak, and I 

might get to sum up.  My late father was a proud Councillor in Concord in 20 

Sydney, former Mayor, Concord Council being amalgamated with a couple of 

others.  I reckon I could get in a taxi, even at today’s rates and $15 would get 

me between the three Councils that are amalgamated, and I can see some 

sense in it.  But, clearly distance is going to make this a massive problem, to 

make it work properly.  And, after hearing the figures of $117,000 savings per 25 

shire per year, Mr Baird needs to be a smart and good premier, and the 

mandate he got from the people that come to power is to have a really big 

think, as does the minister for Local Government Mr Toole, a former Mayor 

himself, though I have not met the gentleman.  For goodness sake, if three 

people are put out of employment for each shire, there’s our $117,000 gone, 30 

and they would leave these towns, pack their kids and go somewhere where 

bigger towns [indecipherable].  And, with them will go their kids, and there’ll 

be the loss of a teacher.  We’ve heard from Sarah, very passionately, number 

two speaker, three kids, a wonderful husband and an ambulance officer, if 

she’s got to drive to Corowa, as much as she’s spent on a new home, he 35 

might say bugger this, I’ve had enough and he’s found a new job that can 

send him to Sydney, with the ambulance job.  We’ve lost them, we’ve lost 

three more kids from the school, and it just compounds, it really does.  

Councillors, there’s nine here, and had a quick word, because I forget what I 

got 7 years ago, it was about $7000 a year, I’m told it’s a couple of thousand 40 

more per Councillor.  Okay, what are they going to do and have to pay two 

Councillors from Urana, and or Lockhart to get someone to give the time and 

have the expertise to service these two 3000 plus square kilometre areas and 

do the job properly.  I don’t believe it can be done unless you get a top man 

and pay him top dollars and there goes your $117,000 again.  It’s only going 45 

to wreck the community sir, I really, really think, and I’ve listened to arguments 

and I’ve spoken to my former colleagues at Urana who are still Councillors.  

They agreed, I agreed, but I think they sort of half agreed in the first instance 
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that yes, we’re going to go and get handballed to Corowa.  But throw Lockhart 

into the mix and it’s a mess.  A geographic mess sir, that really distance is 

going to be the problem that is simply – how much longer have I got?  

Facilitator: You don’t. 

Peter: That’s it, all right.  Okay.  Please sir, take home the message, that if he wants 5 

to wreck the small towns, keep it up.   

Facilitator: Thank you. Colin, your next up.  Can I just check if Colin Ryan is in the room, 

he had registered to speak but we hadn’t got the notification that he had 

arrived.  No? Okay.  Can I just check if Ray Smith had arrived? Or Pauline 

Jenson or Bruce White? If none of those have come, could John McFarlane 10 

be the next to come up to the front.  Colin Ryan, are you here, do you want to 

speak? No.  Okay.   

Colin: They’ve done a pretty good job.   

Facilitator: All right.  If neither Pauline Jenson or Bruce White want to speak than if John 

McFarlane could please come up to the front that would be terrific.   15 

John:  Mr Eden and fellow citizens of the Lockhart Shire, I’m a former Councillor of 

23 years and I was Mayor four and a half years.  On November the 5th 2003, 

as the Mayor at that time, I made a statement in support of a submission from 

our shire opposing amalgamation which would include our shire.  Thankfully, 

at that time the Upper House, and the Government of the day accepted our 20 

arguments, and possibly the arguments of a lot of others, but in particular our 

shire remained independent from 13 years hence, from when that proposal 

was made.  I don’t believe in any way that this shire has deteriorated from that 

time, and I hate to say it, although I was Mayor at that time I believe our shire 

has improved in its services and its commitment to the community and I don’t 25 

believe there is any factor that would allow, or give reason to this that we have 

failed as a shire from that time.  I won’t give the full submission, because I’ve 

only got three minutes, and it was originally five, so I’ll just make a few point 

about the strength of our shire.  One of the greatest strengths of the Lockhart 

Shire is the close working relationship between Council and a large number of 30 

community organisations.  This community spirit generated by the vast 

volunteer contribution would be lost if the shire was swallowed up into a larger 

area.  In addition, the opportunity for local people to have a direct input into 

matters affecting their lives would be lost.  I just want to make a forward 

statement: a necessary and indispensable attribute for any progressive 35 

society that desires a fulfilling, happy and contented lifestyle is for its people 

to have tier of government that is local.  The bigger you get the less local you 

are.  The Lockhart Shire is the largest employer in the township of Lockhart, 

and I support Ian’s comments.  So, any amalgamation that would take the 

administration out of the Shire of Lockhart would have a devastating effect, 40 

ripping the heart out of our community, both economically and socially.  Prior 

to the last state election there was no indication that the Lockhart Shire would 

be forced into amalgamation.  The question I pose here is: if amalgamations 

are so beneficial for our communities and us as residents, why didn’t the State 

Government come clean prior to the elections and tell us of their intentions, 45 
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and in fact, why did they deceive us into thinking they had no such intention.  

Local government is just that, giving the right to local people to have a say in 

the priorities of local infrastructure and services.  Sorry, I repeated myself 

there.  Lockhart has been the home of the administration of our Shire for 110 

years.  There’s no reason why it can’t be so in the foreseeable future.  5 

Lockhart has a new Council chamber, modern housing for senior staff, 

modern depot with up to date equipment and all the skilled labour to manage 

the Shire.  The Lockhart Shire though it’s membership of REROC has already 

made savings on those services which are common with its neighbouring 

Councils.  Therefore, there is no need for forced amalgamations to achieve 10 
thus.  For the reasons above I believe that no matter what changes are made 

to the boundaries Lockhart Shire Council should continue to be, and it is 

imperative that Lockhart remain the hosts for the administration of any shire in 

the area.  Thank you.   

Facilitator: I’d like to invite Peter Smith to come up and speak, and if Mara 15 

[indecipherable] could come up to the front.  Thank you.   

Peter: Thank you very much.  My name is Peter Smith, and local rate payer in the 

Lockhart Shire, and I’ve lived here all my life.  I firstly would like to start off by 

saying I’m against this amalgamation in any for whatsoever.  And I’d also like 

to support all the statements made tonight in regard to not amalgamating; we 20 

should standalone.  And I support all those statements, but I would like to say 

basically that I don’t believe we should allow our democratic rights to be 

eroded, which is what I personally feel has been going on.  And I would like to 

say that this meeting tonight I’ve heard no – none of us have heard any report 

or any discussion of amalgamation being accepted, and at a previous meeting 25 

of the Lockhart Shire there were no members in favour of amalgamation.  And 

in my getting around the town and everywhere there has no body supported 

amalgamation of any sort.  So I would like to exercise my democratic right and 

I would like you to take to the commission that we do not want an 

amalgamation.   30 

Facilitator: I’d like to invite John McFarlane to speak next, and if Linda Forbes could 

come up to the front. 

John: I feel that my run a bit late in this public speaking arena but I feel that this 

cause so great that I should step up.  My name is John McFarlane and I’ve 

been a resident of this shire all my life and I’ve farmed it for the past 50 odd 35 

years.  My passion – my main message here is to just discuss the issue of 

Local Government.  It’s a third year of government in Australia and Local 

Government is for local people.  And if their government wants to regionalise 

New South Wales, why can’t we get an independent committee to look into 

where the State Governments are up to and perhaps to do some regionalising 40 

there and this will be governed from the Federal Government? I wonder how 

that would go down in Macquarie Street?  

 

The Lockhart Shire Council is about delivering cost effective and good quality 

services.  It articulates the needs and local desires of the people.  And when 45 

mergers occur that disappears straight away.  And no dollar amount can be 

put on that value.  So why is Macquarie Street trying to ram amalgamation 
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down the throats of the local residents when in 2012 they promised that there 

would be no more forced amalgamations.  Their reasoning is that in the long 

term amalgamation saves money.  Money doesn’t buy standalone vibrant 

communities.  We don’t want bureaucrats completely removed our region 

from imposing uninformed directives onto us.  However, this is precisely what, 5 

via the independent IPART, has been pushed onto shires in New South 

Whales via Macquarie Street.  Through the process Fit for the Future many 

tick the boxes but these are hidden and have been told to merge in the name 

of savings.  But wait a minute, what savings may you ask? Professor Dollery 

from the University of New England, an expert on Local Government, stated in 10 
last week’s press, that the parcel released dated January 4 on the merger 

process was a wash for words and the consultancy cost was millions of 

dollars which is being paid for by Councils! The payments have gone to firms 

and he stated, in his words, “that it’s been like Christmas for them.” Ironically 

all this was all supposed to be in the name of saving money.  The 15 

[indecipherable] government has initially distanced itself from the merger 

proposal via the independent commission’s proceedings.  The process now is 

proceeding to crunch time.  Proposed mergers now have neighbouring 

Councils not wanting to work together, not wanting to team together.  The 

government has been quite clever; perhaps they have reverted to the old 20 

‘divide and conquer’ rule.  It is becoming quite a battle ground, so now they’ve 

sent in a delegate to report back on how it’s all going, in the presence of Mr 

Eden, and I don’t envy his job.  But with respect Mr Eden, your job today will 

be regarded in some centuries ago as a messenger.  And if the people didn’t 

like the message, you know what happened to the messenger. 25 

Mike: That might be enough for you! 

John: Fortunately, we are no more civilised and are reduced to just words, so you 

can sit down again, you are not under threat.  So in conclusion the words are: 

we are residents of Lockhart Shire and after passing all Fit for the Future 

requirements we will do what we’ve done well in the past, standalone in our 30 

own Council, and the Local Governments stay local. 

Facilitator: I’d like to invite Mara Jenkins and if Mike [indecipherable] could please come 

to the front? 

Mara: Mr Eden my name is Mara Jenkins and I’ve been a resident in Lockhart all my 

life as were my parents before me and I’m very passionate about my town.  I 35 

belong to various organisations for the betterment of our town.  We are 

potentially at risk of what losing makes country Australia a great place to be.  

Governments may have educated reasons to amalgamate Councils, but few, 

if any, would have lived in country towns for long enough to know what makes 

a town have identity, lifestyle, history, and soul.  Country towns feed the cities, 40 

and country towns support the people who work and live on the land.  We 

can’t be wiped off the map.  Australia needs small towns.  Small towns and 

Councils are extremely important to balance Australia’s existence.  Cities and 

towns need each other and this is a fact that should not be ignored or 

overlooked for Australia’s survival and existence.  We are proud descendants 45 

of pioneers who have survived throughout droughts and floods, and you can’t 

take away our lifestyle by shifting our populations to cities, as every man and 
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woman, child and family, lost from our town would be a detriment to us as it 

would cause a ripple effect to strangle our existence in business, retail, 

education, Lockhart Shire Council, and our basic welfare and needs.  Every 

problem should have a solution, and I believe that Lockhart Shire has proved 

that it is fit for the future and as it is today has the ability to help small towns 5 

thrive and in Council’s capabilities could include a few more villages of their 

border.  From our shire this would make great things happen.  We ignore what 

is happening with this Council amalgamation, but we are here tonight we care 

what happens to our town.  Australia needs to maintain our lifestyle of rights 

to remain regional, rural, country identities.  We are important and have very 10 
serious concerns that we who live in Lockhart Shire have your attention for 

fair and decent results for our future.  Mr Eden we do not want 

amalgamations.  No.  No.  No. 

Facilitator: I’d like to invite Linda Forbes to please come to the front, and I if Gene 

[indecipherable] could please come down, that would be great. 15 

Linda: Mr Eden, my name is Linda and my husband and I own a property near 

Lockhart.  I have read through the merger proposal and a couple of things 

have become very obvious.  The whole proposal is based on guesswork, 

speculation, and a bit of pie in the sky.  The New South Whales Government 

want the merger to go through no matter what.  So they have come up with 20 

these facts, figures, and promises, that may, or may not, come to fruition if the 

merger proceeds.  Most of the proposal uses words like “may enable”, “has 

the potential to generate savings”, “it can be expected”, “this could assist in”; 

it’s all smoke and mirrors.  History shows that mergers do not work to the 

satisfaction of the lesser shires’ residents and rates do increase by a huge 25 

percentage after the honeymoon period is over, Victorian mergers being an 

example.  If Corowa with the smallest area of 2329 square kilometres and the 

largest population or 4.9 residents per square kilometre was unable to 

adequately fulfil its obligations, how could it do better with an area three and a 

half times bigger and a population of only 1.8 residents per square kilometre? 30 

According to the proposal there will be a $27,000,000 benefit over a 20 year 

period.  That’s $1,350,000 per year.  It would barely cover the loss of income 

from the towns business that would have been generated from the staff and 

their families which we will lose from the district.  The proposal states the new 

Council will better provide housing and services to meet the changing 35 

demographic profile.  I believe that the merger will force a change in Lockhart 

Shire’s demographics and create a population decline.  How can this new 

Council, even with the help of $1,350,000 per year, possibly be better off 

when its area will be over three and a half times bigger than the present 

Corowa Shire is? Between the Corowa and Urana Shires they had a total of 40 

30 percent infrastructure back log.  Will Lockhart Shire, with no backlog 

according to the statistics, have to wait for the 30 percent backlog is cleared 

before we get any work done in this area? With the decline in population, 

Lockhart and district will be hard pressed to keep our vital facilities, such as 

hospital, ambulances, schools, and police stations.  What will happen to the 45 

tourist attractions the Lockhart shire supports, such as the Spirit of the Land 

Arts Festival to the tune of over $10,000, the Lockhart Museum and Doris 

Golder Gallery and its endeavour to buy an additional premises next door, 
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The Rock Museum and many, many more? Our representation will be greatly 

reduced and we will probably, at best, have three representatives between 

Lockhart and Urana Shires.  That will not be enough to properly represent us.  

Our new $1.6 million Shire office building will no longer be used.  It wouldn’t 

be suitable for any business currently in Lockhart, and with the loss of Council 5 

it would be unlikely that any big business would want to move here.  Thank 

you. 

Mike: Thank you. 

Facilitator: I realise it’s a very long and late night but if I could respectfully ask if anybody 

wants to talk with their neighbour, and I know there’s lots of discussions, and 10 

it’s a passionate topic that you might want to share, you might want to go to 

the bar because it’s really hard to hear everybody with such a lot of people in 

the room and we really need it to be as silent as possible.  I would like to 

invite Mark [indecipherable] to the front and if I could ask Narelle Roy to 

please come down. 15 

Mark: Mr Eden, my name is Mark [indecipherable] and I’m a third generation 

Lockhart farmer.  As we all know in the submission by Lockhart Shire Council, 

we requested that we remain a standalone rural Council.  This is the third 

option and this was widely supported by the residents of the Shire.  Thanks to 

the great work by the Lockhart Shire Council during this whole process, the 20 

Council dream has made us fit for the future.  The Council has deemed our 

Council fit for the future as a rural Council along with eight other Councils in 

New South Wales.  My understanding is that after this announcement, there 

was some uncertainty as to whether the rural Council model would be 

adopted.  It had also become clear by then that Urana Shire had been 25 

deemed not fit for the future.  And, so the Lockhart Shire Councillors made a 

decision to change their priority at the last minute to that of a merger with 

Urana Shire, possibly thinking that Urana may reciprocate given they were 

deemed unfit.  As far as I’m aware this was done with no community 

consultation as it was felt that the timeframe to reply to the Government 30 

request didn’t allow for public meetings.  Many residents of our shire, now, 

with the benefit of hindsight struggle with this decision to put Lockhart’s hand 

up for a merger, especially since the residents have expressed such a strong 

preference to remain independent.  Since it has been come clear, that after 

being declared not fit for the future Urana’s preference is to amalgamate with 35 

Corowa, and it has also now been confirmed that the rural Council model has 

been adopted, I would like to think that the obvious choice for the Lockhart 

Shire is to remain a standalone fit for the future rural Council, just like our near 

neighbours Coolamon and Wakool and others to the north of the state.  After 

reading through the Government’s merger proposal I noted that the bulk of the 40 

great savings under the three-way merger were the predicted $10,500,000 

from the streamlining of senior management roles, and the redeployment of 

back office and administration.  For Lockhart Shire I can only imagine that this 

will mean job losses or driving 100 plus kilometres to Corowa, as Sarah well 

explained in the second speech.  Michael, you’ve obviously done the drive 45 

today via Urana, so you could imagine this will be a large burden on those 

Council employees who otherwise would have a much shorter commute to 

work.  Not to mention the car on affect to families and the wider community if 
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these employees are no longer working in Lockhart.  This sum up the 

message from the residents of the shire has been very clear from the 

beginning of this process, we wish to remain as we are, a well run, 

progressive standalone fit for the future rural Council and we can see no 

benefit at all to our shire in this proposed amalgamation, it would only have a 5 

negative effect on our community.  Thank you.   

Facilitator: I’d like to know invite Gene Gooden to come up, and if Andrew 

[indecipherable] could please come to the front it would be appreciated.   

Gene: Thank you Vicky.  Mr Eden, my name is Gene Gooden, I’m a resident of the 

Lockhart township, this is a short extract from part of my submission regarding 10 

travel and transform, and it’s aligned to the most vulnerable people in our 

community.  Our residents and especially the elderly will suffer with this 

merger.  All rate payers should have affordable access to Council.  Under the 

proposed merger this will not be possible.  There is a lack of public transport 

between Lockhart and Corowa, and there is no direct daily transport system in 15 

place.  It takes two days, three hours and ten minutes to make this trip and 

that is with buses and trains if they are operating on time.  I’ll go into it a little 

bit more in detail.  I ring and arrange for public transport and I’m provided two 

options, particularly if I wish to go to a Council meeting.  My option to get me 

to the Council meeting on time involves departing Lockhart by coach on 20 

Monday morning at 11:55am.  I arrive in Wagga just after lunch at 12:22, now 

it’s a long wait, over 12 hours on a hard seat to catch the train.  I leave 2:45 

on Tuesday morning arriving at 4:03am at the Albury railway station.  I wait 

over four hours and walk 16 minutes to catch the bus to Corowa.  The bus 

leaves at 9:00am arrives in Corowa at 9:54, six minutes prior to the Council 25 

meeting.  So far my trip has taken 22 hours and I’m an extremely tired person.  

I attend the Council meeting and conclude business.  I can’t leave until 

5:45am on Wednesday morning.  I miss my continental breakfast that I was 

going to have at the hotel or motel, and the coach leaves at 7:16am.  I must 

be there early.  Sorry, the coach leaves at 7:16am and arrives an hour later in 30 

Albury, I take a 14 minute walk to the railway station, and wait three hours to 

catch the train to Wagga, I arrive at 13:07 and leave one hour later, arriving at 

Lockhart at 15:05pm.  That’s the two days, the three hours and the ten 

minutes.  Now the second option for this journey wasn’t any better.  It’s going 

via Finley.  So you do Lockhart to Finley, Finley to Corowa, an overnight stay 35 

in Finley, shorter in distance, but I would miss the Council meeting.  The 

Finley-Corowa public transport service does not operate on Tuesdays and 

Thursdays, and a return option would only be by Corowa-Finley to Lockhart or 

the Corowa, Albury Wagga option.  Under any merger an extent of two hour 

travel time was acceptable.  The merger disadvantages the most vulnerable 40 

people in our community that includes pensioners, the elderly and those of 

lesser ability to have a car.  We have spoken on the community bank, I want 

to add on that note there, any future investments and loans from the 

community bank to the Lockhart Shire Council will not be able to proceed as 

there would be a conflict of interest if profits were returned to one community 45 

or town other than those in our larger merged Council.  I’d just like a few 

seconds here.  The Lockhart Shire Council has an outstanding history, and 

sound economic standing.  This Council should be provided an opportunity to 
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stand alone, be given the appropriate time to explore opportunities to 

marginally expand borders to expand its rural identity.  I would like to see 

Lockhart Shire Council retained and not forced into an amalgamation, 

especially when the merger is not wanted by either Corowa, or Lockhart Shire 

Councils.  Thank you.   5 

Mike: Thank you.   

Facilitator: Now Narelle, I’d like to invite you to the front to speak, and if Rex 

[indecipherable] could come to the front.   

Narelle: Thank you.  Hello Mr Eden, I’m Narelle [indecipherable], I’m a land owner and 

resident of Pleasant Hills area of the Lockhart Shire.  And, I’m also the 10 

secretary treasurer of the Pleasant Hills Hall Committee.  Local government, 

the administration of a particular county or district with representatives elected 

by those who live there, it is local, it is grass roots.  We know our Councillors, 

or one elected for our ward.  If we are merged, we will have a much smaller 

voice in a new Council with our smaller population and population distribution.  15 

And, possibly won’t even know our representative, then we definitely won’t 

know the representatives or other representatives of Council.  Who will put 

their hand up to be a representative, to be a Councillor of such a bigger area? 

There is a knowledge of our local area, when you are in the Council there is a 

tree over the road, they know where Munjarawobery Cemetery is.  Corowa 20 

wouldn’t.  We had a most successful Australia Day, it was just held at 

Pleasant Hills for the Lockhart Shire, the smaller centres all joined with our 

larger centres to take turns to host this important day to remember our 

country.  We would have no chance of hosting this even with a larger shire.  

Lockhart Shire has been proved to be fit for the future.  Its past history speaks 25 

for itself.  We have money in the bank, the Bendigo Bank of course.  We have 

no backlog of infrastructure works, they are a fair Council; they cater for and 

acknowledge the other small communities and towns in our Shire.  They even 

support projects in Henty, even though it’s a member of the Greater Hume 

Shire, a lot of constituents in our shire gravitate that way, not just towards 30 

Lockhart.  And, so, when they got a new hospital and hostel, they gifted some 

money towards that.  Okay, it’s easier to read than it is to think of things.  We 

have no connection with Corowa, we don’t go shopping that way.  We 

wouldn’t be able to use the public transport to get there either as Mrs 

[indecipherable] said.  We don’t go to medical appointments there, the 35 

majority of our Lockhart Shire use Lockhart, The Rock, Henty and Wagga for 

all their medical and shopping needs.  We’re a rural shire, we have nothing in 

common with Corowa.  It’s been stated on the merger proposal, the third 

point, they would be developing the Murray River and Lake Mulwala 

Foreshore for increased residential and vacation activity.  Why hasn’t Corowa 40 

Shire already done that, they’ve been there for that long.  It’s not a new need, 

why do they need to combine the savings that Lockhart and Urana Council 

have to carry out these projects.  We’ve had our own projects and problems; 

the flooding.  But our Council has already foreseen that and done what it 

needed to do.  I’m worried about increased costs if we merge with Corowa all 45 

our fees will go up to go to the tip.  Our rates will go up, but we will be getting 

less services.  Employment, when we lose our facilities and those they 

employ, Council workers, this will effect Lockhart and The Rock, the local 
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economy, the shops, more closed stores, and lower numbers at the school.  

Okay.  I believe the proposed merger will not bring about the savings 

forecasted, they have been over stated.  On behalf of our small community at 

Pleasant Hills, of which I’m secretary, I’m concerned we will not be given 

adequate grants.  We look after ourselves, we are volunteers, and due to our 5 

population our hall is not used a lot, we don’t have a big income, and, if we 

put up our fees, we wouldn’t even be able to use it.  I believe as do all these 

present, that a merger with Corowa and Urana Shires is not in our best 

interests, I oppose this merger wholeheartedly.  Thank you.   

Facilitator: Next, I’d like Rex [indecipherable] to come to the front.  And Richard 10 

[indecipherable], thank you.   

Andrew: Thank you.  Firstly, I’d like the ministry here for this opportunity to present 

what I feel is a compelling case about why this three-way merger should not 

proceed under any circumstances on behalf of the Lockhart Shire No Merger 

Action Group.  At the Shire meeting convened publicly in January, it’s very 15 

important to put on the record that not one single voice spoke in favour of this 

proposal with consensus being the residents wanted an action group formed 

to represent them, in partnership with Council, to fight this ridiculous proposal.  

Nomination was called, and our action group was formed with representation 

from all the towns or wards in the Shire, varying age, gender, professions or 20 

life choices.  So, when I speak, this is very important in our submission.  Don’t 

listen to me the individual Andrew, but listen to the voice of the vast majority, if 

not 100 percent of the Lockhart Shire residents.  That includes the people 

who are passionate about this issue, but can’t bring themselves to speak 

publicly, and all the people who couldn’t get here tonight for various reasons, 25 

mothers, work commitments, whatever.  The whole Fit for the Future process 

has highlighted that Lockhart is one of the better performing Shires, 

particularly the rural Shires in the state, and has been placed in the top 20 

percent of non-metro Shires of all seven of the financial benchmarks.  

Apparently Lockhart Shire’s problem is that we only have a population of 30 

3,080 people, residents.  That is a really interesting point in the sense that 

that argument loses all credibility when you view that figure, I repeat, 3,080 

people in the context of the State Government’s own broader 

recommendations.  In another area that fits this local shire government 

problem, it has been suggested that the merging of the old Murrumbidgee 35 

Shire with the northern part of the Jerilderie Shire could create, all boxes 

ticked, a super Shire, Fit for the Future only has a total population of 2,833.  

That’s 247 less residents; post the proposal than what we currently have in 

our Shire.  There’s absolutely no proof that bigger is better in the context of 

Shire viability.  So now, our group would like to draw attention to this particular 40 

merger proposal document.  I haven’t had enough time to barely scratch the 

surface of what is one of the most poorest excuses of an official document 

that has such dramatic consequences for the residents living in all three 

Shires.   

 Firstly, in the minister’s foreword states, in the third paragraph that Council’s 45 

merger preferences are taken into account.  At no stage did the Lockhart 

Council put forward this three way merger as any form of preference, not even 

number five or six or ten.  To be frank, and such an important issue as this 
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requires frankness, the Lockhart Council wasn’t even acting on the 

overwhelming wishes of its residents, stakeholders or rate payers when they 

put a merger with Urana as their preferred option.  The mandate that they had 

from the community during the whole consultative process last year was do 

what was necessary to remain independent under the Fit for the Future 5 

criteria.   

 This is a short and sharp point: local representation on an economists wide 

education.  Could somebody please explain to me how we’re going to have 

better local representation when currently we’ve got nine Councillors spread 

across Lockhart Shire; that represents one Councillor for 342 residents.  10 

Under the new proposal, assuming that there’s nine Councillors, that’s one 

Councillor for 1,871.  Very simple basic mathematics, that can’t possibly lead 

to better local representation.   

 I’ll just now briefly touch on some of the financial benefits as stated in the 

merger proposal.  There will be a net financial saving of $17 over years.  This 15 

has been touched on quite a few times.  If you work that out per shire, that’s 

$116,000 or 1.18 percent of the current Lockhart Shire’s operating budget.  To 

work it out per capita, it works out as a saving of $68,741 or $22 per local 

Lockhart resident, one small pizza.   

 In summary I’d like to finish on the same point that every submission to you at 20 

Corowa, as I attended that meeting, and here tonight has had in common.  I 

can’t speak for Urana as I couldn’t attend, but I heard the general theme was 

the same.  All the submissions might have come from a different angle, point 

of view or starting point, but they have all arrived at the same destination.  

This proposal on any level is simply bad policy for the private citizens, broader 25 

economies and spiritual future of the three shires involved.  The Lockhart 

Shire No Action Merger Group is confident that by using sound economic 

principals and a good dollop of common sense that you in your wisdom will 

come to the same conclusion.  We are aware that as the independent 

delegate appointed by the Office of Local Government your report does not 30 

actually make the final decision.  That still rests with Minister Toole and the 

Premier Mr Barid.  The Lockhart Shire Action Group would like to take this 

opportunity to put on the public record that we hope common sense prevails 

and this is the last battle we have to fight.  However, if this process doesn’t 

have a common sense outcome the war will continue, and we are in this for 35 

the long haul.  We might be small, but we are happy, we are financial and 

we’ve been judged as being fit for the future.  So, leave us as a strong, viable, 

independent shire.  Thank you.   

Facilitator: I appreciate that everybody would really like to get their points across, but 

we’d really like to get through everybody tonight, so everybody gets an 40 

opportunity to speak, so if you could please try to keep as much as possible to 

the three minutes.  Rex [indecipherable] we’d like to invite you to speak, and 

then if Heather Trevaskis could to come to the front.   

Rex: Thank you.  I represent the Lockhart Football and Netball Club, Mr Eden.  I’ve 

worked at Council for 29 years, and I now work at Rural Fire Service in 45 

Wagga.  I’m a very passionate member of our community.  A lot of views have 
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already been mentioned, and I won’t bore everyone by going over, however I 

fully back their views.  And, I’m glad you’re here, to have the guts to come 

down and listen to how passionate a community we are.  Good luck in getting 

out of town by the way.  The biggest thing I find in running a footy club you 

know its families.  We had all the big four banks here, we lost them but we’re 5 

lucky enough that the Bendigo Bank has come on board, but if we lose our 

Council, Mr Eden, there’s no saving us from that.  There’s no white knight 

would come back and get us out of it.  Our Council, having worked for them, 

and I know they’re very efficient, you’ve heard a lot of great views about our 

town, people driving through.  I wrote quite a few notes down here, but it’s 10 
easier to talk about our town because, as everyone’s spoken about, we’re 

really passionate about it and we don’t want to lose our local Council.  They 

do a great job and we’re well represented our local project we have going on 

now down at our rec.  ground with our new netball courts, we’re grateful, and 

though great assistance from the Lockhart Council.  When it’s all deemed, if it 15 

all comes back to it and we need a local project, whether it’s sporting or 

business wise we set up a meeting and if they’re not we’ll have to deal with it 

by correspondence or by telephone you know.  And it’d be like talking to 

Telstra, and we all know what that’s like. 

 I just fully support our town, and our Council.  We run three footy sides at The 20 

Rock and Osborne down the road and we’re a young community and we can’t 

afford to lose any more families.  They say a small town’s a dying thing, I don’t 

believe our town is.  This is a vibrant town, and it’s got a lot of things going for 

it, and we live on volunteers, and the volunteers are ably supported by our 

Council.  And as much as volunteers are willing to give up their own time and 25 

their hard work, we cannot do it without our local Council.  Probably the last 

thing, I just want to touch on it, I don’t understand something.  I know we were 

told that we ticked all the boxes, as our Mayor hinted at earlier, to be a 

standalone Council, and if it is financial, as has been touched on before, we 

are financial.  You get a Council like Junee, that’s in debt up to their ears, and 30 

yet they’re allowed to stand alone, so I don’t really understand.  It’d be a good 

question to be answered before you get railroaded out of town Mr Eden.   

 Our towns need local representation.  I thought I’d better put a bit of humour 

in it.  If anyone’s going to get hung, better have a good hanging.  Local towns 

need a local Council far more than, and you probably don’t often hear this, we 35 

don’t really need a State Government, I think we’re over governed, so if you 

want to save money I think we should get rid of the State Government.   

Facilitator: And, if Alan [indecipherable] could come to the front.  Thanks.   

Heather:  Welcome to Lockhart Mr Eden.  My name is Heather Trevaskis and I’m 

president of the Lockhart District Historical Society.  The Society operates the 40 

Greens Gunyah Museum and Doris Golder Gallery of Wool Art and the 

Tourist Information Centre in town.  We are a 355 Committee of the Shire and 

have had a very productive and close working relationship with the Council 

since 1972.  After reorganisation in 2004 Council supported us by employing 

a museum advisor who has introduced training on techniques and displays 45 

and preservation of objects in our museum.  They’ve helped us gain several 

grants from New South Wales Government, and Federal Government for the 
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new building.  We are concerned that this support may not continue with an 

amalgamated Council.  In 2010 and 2012 we suffered two terrible flood 

events.  With Councils invaluable management and financial support we were 

able to build a new complex, which the envy of many small country towns.   

 New opportunities have arisen which will allow expansion and further 5 

development of museum, and the present Council is helping us finalise the 

project.  However, I believe this expansion could be in doubt if we were to 

merge with Corowa and Urana.  In 2011 Council also supported the 

development of a tourist information centre in our building.  Council provides 

expert free advice and offers access to promotion and marketing throughout 10 

New South Wales and Victoria.  These incentives resulted in the information 

centre achieving increased growth in visitor numbers with over 2,700 people 

visiting in 2015.  The museum and gallery have attracted a large majority of 

these visitors which has made us financially sustainable and able to invest in 

the development of our complex.  We identify with the Riverina through 15 

tourism promotion and the Riverina museum networks.  This will not continue 

if we are forced to merge away from the Riverina.   

 In the Corowa Shire businesses have to pay for any tourism promotion work 

done by the 355 Corowa Tourism Board, anything from $5,500 to $27 per 

business for various promotion levels.  We get ours free.  The museum would 20 

not be financially sustainable if we had to pay for our promotion.  With 

reduced promotion our visitor numbers would decline, along with our income.  

Visitors have a substantial impact on the viability of the business community 

adding thousands to the economy of this town.  The national visitors survey 

says the average spend by a visitor is $125.  If each only spent $60 that 25 

means over $150,000 was spent in Lockhart or district by tourists in 2015.  I 

have 25 to 30 volunteers working 35 hours a week to keep the complex open.  

Council is block away, if the volunteers have concerns we have support within 

minutes.  In a merged Council it would take days to get help.   

 Council’s momentum is going in the right direction, with the many programs 30 

and initiatives the Council has put in place in the last few years.  But, with the 

social and economic upheaval of a merge with the change in vibrancy and 

dynamics of the town, along with all the other points speakers have raised 

tonight, the town would die and be harder to sell as place to live or visit.  The 

momentum shown by our Council would halt.  We would lose our voice and 35 

become a backwater and all the advantages we have made in the last ten 

years would be for nothing.  Thank you.   

Facilitator: I’d like to invite Richard [indecipherable] to speak, and could Jason Gooden 

please come to the front.   

Richard: Testing, how’s this? Mr Eden, fellow residents of the Lockhart Shire, Richard 40 

[indecipherable], local farmer and emphasis part of the Lockhart Government 

local shire area.  I’ve read through the merger proposal and it appears to be a 

document that was designed for Corowa Urana Shire mergers and at the 11th 

hour someone has pasted Lockhart in.  The Minister in his foreword talks to 

his proposal talk about unique needs and characteristics.  The proposal itself 45 

talks about similar residential workforce and industry characteristics.  Yes, 
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and Corowa and Lockhart Shires are unique, but they’re different, and I think 

the previous speakers have highlighted this.  One page seven of the 

document, there’s a table with the profiles of the various Councils, and staring 

right at you I think is the model, and it’s Lockhart.  Population 3,080, area 

2,896 square kilometres, IPART rating fit as a rural Council.  Operating 5 

revenue 9.7 million, operating result 2.6 million, infrastructure backlog nought 

percent.  Corowa, population 11,455, operating revenue double that of 

Lockhart, 23.3 million, operating result 2.7 million, infrastructure backlog 18 

percent.   

 Page five, under key elements of scale and capacity the document talks about 10 

scale and capacity as a minimum requirement because it is the best indicator 

of the Council’s ability to govern effectively and provide a strong voice for its 

community.  At a practical level this includes being able to; dot point two: 

address challenges and opportunities, in particular infrastructure backlogs and 

improving financial sustainability.  Obviously a contradiction, I mean 15 

Lockhart’s the smallest Council with nought percent infrastructure backlog.  

Further highlighting that there’s a lack of understanding of the differences in 

the shires, on page nine it talks about opportunities for improved services in 

infrastructure as a result of the merger.  And, dot point one, I’ll just highlight 

this one, it talks about savings being used to provide and infrastructure and 20 

transport hubs to support rural export industries.  This would work at Corowa, 

where there’s a wide range of products and certainly some of those are 

processed and would require a transport hub.  At the Lockhart the major 

export industries are around winter cereal production and livestock, so such a 

hub would be of little benefit to Lockhart, unless the Government is planning 25 

to build a grain receiver site, stock yards or a wool store.  I’d just like to end; 

on page ten it talks about regulatory benefits and it talks about 152 separate 

regulatory and compliance regimens and they’re inconsistently applied across 

local Council boundaries.  It talks about simplified Council regulations and it 

talks about, at present inconsistencies in regulatory environments, and it uses 30 

the example of a trade’s person.  I’m not a trades person, but certainly as a 

shire resident I haven’t experienced any inconsistencies or any issues with 

these regulatory environments, but as the owner of a heavy vehicle I’ve 

experienced those between the states.  So, if the State Government is serious 

about applying the logic contained in this document, then I sincerely hope the 35 

New South Wales State Government is planning on a merger with the 

Queensland State Government and the Victorian State Government.  The 

savings from such a merger in back office as stated in this document, 

consistencies in compliance and regulation would make anything in this 

document pale into insignificance.  Thank you.   40 

Facilitator:  Are we having difficulty with the microphone?  Okay.  Let’s try this battery, I’ve 

got one more to go.  In the meantime, is Jason Gooden here? Is he wanting to 

speak? And the next one is Ross Edwards.  How’s this? Testing, one, two? 

Nope.  That’s a shocking one.  Testing? I’ll just invite Adam [indecipherable] 

to speak, and if Ross Edwards and Jason Gooden could come to the front. 45 

Allan: Thank you to Mr Eden, for the privilege of speaking.  I was just thinking are 

you well paid? ‘Cause I’d hate your job. 
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Mike: No. 

Allan: But, look.  The question I’m asking is why? Why are they hell bent on doing 

this? I mean I won’t go into it, everyone’s asked the same question I won’t 

cover that.  You know we just can’t understand why they want to – well they 

say they can save money.  I’m sure the Lockhart people, we could form a 5 

good committee in how the Government could save money and they would 

save billions.  So, I mean what they think they could save in, my experience 

with small things, like small business or local business.  Sorry, I should have 

mentioned my name.  My name is Allan I run a earth move business that 

supplies to the community and I won’t go into how it’d affect me.  But, the 10 

point just keeps coming across that we don’t really quite understand what’s 

behind all this.  The savings they’re – I don’t think they’re really there, but we 

won’t go – Look I’d just like to probably have a go at the Wagga Shire just 

‘cause they’re – you know, the Wagga Road, being an earth moving 

contractor, look I think to give something, that road was that bad, we’re 15 

working only a distance of 50k’s to Wagga, we had to physically get a 

Councillor or Mayor to go in the truck to show them how bad it was before 

they’d do anything.  I’ve been along that road, obviously getting back a bit, 

there was one pot hole that was so bad that it damaged the rim and when I 

went to look for the hubcap I found 13 others, none of them mine.  That was 20 

an [indecipherable] and Dave’s truck was broken in half [indecipherable] it 

was the straw that broke its back.  You know this was a fuel tanker in the 

middle of the road.  So things like that sort of bogged me.  Now a bigger shire 

is not naturally efficient.   

 Another illustration is because I supply of concrete, there’s a guy in Wagga 25 

called Russell [indecipherable], I said you’ve got a nice silo there, the guy said 

“yeah, the silly buggers give me $5,000 to get rid of that” and he said later on 

they had to buy another one, so we have spent $100,000 to buy another one.  

He said one department doesn’t know what that one’s is doing.  So I mean, 

that’s the sort of thing that when you get bigger.   30 

 I’m nearly finished.  I’d just like to make a comment that the engineer made 

when he was here, I don’t know, 20 years ago, Steve Walsh, he just said that 

amalgamation is about getting less shires, and just getting them into a room 

about this size and just dictating and saying this is how much money we’re 

going to give you, this is how you’re going to spend, and if you don’t like it bad 35 

luck.  And I think that’s really what this board, and getting onto the board, who 

are the board, or the committee, that’s got this agenda? How are they 

qualified, have they come from a small town or what country are they from? I 

have heard that they are not even from Australia, but anyway we won’t go 

there.  Anyway, I’m out of here. 40 

Mike: Thankyou. 

Facilitator: Thank you Allan.  Jason, if you’d like to speak next.  I’d just like to confirm that 

Ross Edwards isn’t present and doesn’t wish to speak tonight.  And if the next 

people can come up, Dallas Tout and Daryl McGuire. 
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Jason: Mr Eden, thank you.  Thanks for your time.  Jason Gooden, local rate payer 

for 27 years, president of the Osborne Football Club.  I got a plug there a little 

bit earlier from Councillor Jim Morgan, thanks Jim.  As I said, president of 

Osborne Football Club who has 5 football team, 8 netball teams and over 280 

members.  The Osborne Football Club is against any amalgamations 5 

involving the Lockhart Shire.  Osborne is in a rural district and I emphasise 

local.  We rely heavily on volunteers who undertake 100’s of hours, 1,000’s of 

voluntary of work to benefit our local community.   The Lockhart Shire Council 

are a major employer in our district and they give our community great 

support.  We believe our small community would be lost in a much larger shire 10 
that does not have a real focus.  With our rec ground, under the section 355, 

the Lockhart Shire Council is our partner.  Being a real community we are 

large contributors to our shire’s income and would like to see our rates spent 

on our area.  I’d just like to bring your attention to a study released by Latrobe 

University, released in January 2015, a study in conjunction with the AFL, 15 

they found that every dollar that community and Local Government invests in 

getting the club to operate, they generate $4.40 return to the social value.  So, 

that’s meaning also that any boys and girls between the age of 18 and 24 also 

have employment in the local area.  So, in finishing, the Osborne Footy Club 

supports Lockhart remaining a standalone Council and fully supports no 20 

amalgamations to merge with Corowa or Urana.  Thanks for your time. 

Mike: Thank You. 

Facilitator: Thank you.  Councillor Dallas Tout will speak next.  And then if Daryl McGuire 

would come up, and if Robert Anderson would like to speak. 

Dallas: Thank you.  Thank you Mr Eden for the opportunity to speak, I’m Dallas Tout, 25 

Deputy Mayor of Wagga Wagga City Council.  I’m also accompanied tonight 

by Councillor Kerry Pascoe, and the General Manger Allan Eldridge.  So, 

thank you for the opportunity to be able to speak tonight in relation to the 

proposed merger of Lockhart, Corowa and Urana, on behalf of the Wagga 

Wagga City Council.  There have been some really great speakers tonight, so 30 

I will keep my comments brief.  Most people have covered most of the things.  

Throughout this entire amalgamation process Wagga Wagga City Councillors, 

as have the vast majority, if not all, the Councillors of New South Wales, have 

only ever been in favour of voluntary amalgamations and not in any way any 

forced amalgamations.  In relation to the Lockhart community, the community 35 

of interest is a pivotal thing, and as mentioned before, there are business 

links, and those business links and services, or the vast majority of them, are 

directed towards Wagga and not Corowa or Albury.  Education links are also 

firmly tied for the Wagga area.  The vast majority of retail links are within 

Lockhart or into the Wagga area, into the greater Riverina Regional area.  40 

Health links also to the Wagga area with the new, I’ll not attempt the name, 

the new base hospital.  And, as stated before, also the major agricultural links 

with the livestock marketing centre and all the other agricultural industries.  

Local government is an essential part of rural areas, and the loss of any direct 

employment in Local Government in the Lockhart Shire Council will not only 45 

have the obvious impacts on Lockhart itself, but also flow on effects 

throughout the region, the multiplier effect that has been talked about before.  

Lockhart, as has Wagga, has had long term links with many regional 
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organisations.  These are all based on a regional community of interest.  

Some have been mentioned before such as REROC, Riverina Water, 

Riverina Regional Library, and many more.  These are all tied together by the 

common thread, the common community of interest.  None of these, a couple, 

Corowa has just joined, they’ve seen the light and come to the Riverina area, 5 

but most of these are not linked at all to Corowa or definitely not to the Murray 

area.   

 With the probability that regional bodies such as the proposed joint 

organisation of Councils play larger role in the future of Local Government, it 

is critical that the Local Government areas, with its regional community 10 

interests, are included in same regional bodies and regional areas.  The 

critical thing is that improvements can be made in Local Government of New 

South Wales in many other ways without having to destroy the autonomy and 

community of interest in all local Councils.  Just on a personal not I just want 

to also add that, before I moved to Wagga eight years ago, I was fourth 15 

generation Gundagai person.  It’s around the same size as Lockhart so I know 

what it’s like to be brought up in a small town.  My family has been there, but 

also while I was there I spent 12 years as a Councillor on Gundagai Council 

as well.  The reason I’m letting you know this is it gives me some sort of 

unique insight in that I’m brought up, and born and bred, in a small town, but 20 

also now live in a large city and have had experience on a Council in both 

areas.  And, on top of that I was also involved in the big amalgamation move 

of the mid 2000’s and early 2000’s as well.  The big thing for me is that 

through this entire process, taking into account those things that existing 

Councils do now that are unquantifiable and have not been taken into 25 

consideration – they are the heart and soul of a community.  These are the 

things that have to be taken on board when the final decision is being made.  

A local Council undertake both the visible and invisible parts, some of which 

have been spoken about tonight.  I’ve got about half a minute.  Invisible tasks 

that in smaller communities just happen magically, fairies do it, it just 30 

happens.  More than that is the relationships, personalities, and the 

interwoven web within communities that is critical in communities surviving.  

Community members, Councillors, and Council staff, from the bottom to the 

top are interwoven within that community.  Just to name a few areas that have 

already been covered tonight: church groups, football clubs, service clubs, 35 

local businesses, community organisations, town halls, community events, 

and on and on and on.  What that town has, the ability that the local town has 

interwoven within a Council area, is that it has an awareness of what’s 

happening across the community.  If there’s a new family, do the need help, 

do they need to be settled, knowing that someone is ill and needs help, so 40 

someone from Council staff just appearing, just magic, it happens.  These are 

but a few of the unseen, impossible to measure things that form the heart and 

soul and fabric of local Councils in true local communities.  So, in summary, 

throughout this entire process, Lockhart Shire Council has done all it was 

asked of it in good faith.  It met all seven Fit for the Future benchmarks, along 45 

with undertaking conversation with neighbours as per the prescribed process.  

Even after all of that, out of left field there’s now been a three way proposed 

merger.  Wagga City Council stands with, alongside, and strongly supports 
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Lockhart City Council in remaining as a standalone Council now and into the 

future.  Thank you. 

Facilitator: I invite Daryl Maguire to speak.  And if Larry Smith could come down to the 

front as well. 

Daryl:  Thank you.  Daryl Maguire, Member for Wagga Wagga.  Mike, welcome to 5 

Lockhart.  In the years since I became member for Wagga Wagga, 

representing Lockhart Shire, I’ve never seen such concern and objection to a 

government policy or proposal.  There is good argument in some instances for 

sensible mergers, and some proposals make no sense at all.  This will put 

some MP’s on a collision course with our government, but from my 10 

perspective for all of the right reasons, which you’ve heard from during 

submissions and presentations from the public.  In the Minister’s forward a 

glaring omission was the opinion of MP’s, it probably was unprintable from 

some MP’s on their opinion.  But, at no time have I supported this 

amalgamation proposal with Corowa in conversation or writing.  I’ve always 15 

supported Lockhart’s proposal and will continue to do so in the best interests 

of Lockhart.  When you look at the report you can pick holes in it.  It’s been 

created on a desktop by people with no real connection with our community, 

no real understanding of the tyranny of distance of the things you’ve been 

hearing about tonight.  The report refers to $7,000,000 in savings, and for that 20 

our government is going to invest $20,000,000.  My mathematics says we’re 

better off to give the Council $7,000,000 and pocket 14 and let the Council get 

on with the job.  It says reducing reliance on rate increases, well rates will 

increase no matter what you do by the CPI, they have to, that’s what’s got 

Councils into trouble.  There will always be special rate variations for special 25 

projects.  That is a matter of fact and it will continue.  It says there is greater 

capacity to reduce infrastructure backlog.  Lockhart doesn’t have an 

infrastructure backlog, it’s got money in the bank and absolutely no interest in 

funding retirement villages in Moama.  It has the Murrumbidgee River, it has 

Urana River Lake, it doesn’t need to invest in Moama.  It points to other 30 

strategic planning.  Lockhart already takes part in REROC.  REROC has been 

one of the most successful organisation of Councils in this state.  In the time 

that they’ve been participating they’ve saved over $40,000,000 in fees and 

charges and costs for Council.  And, I say to you that this report was written to 

you by people who have no real connection because they weren’t here in the 35 

2010,2012 floods, they weren’t here with the Councillors and the Mayor in 

mud up to their knees helping people.  And, the staff were, they all weren’t, 

they weren’t here.  Those things can’t be written in reports.  So, there has to 

be a human perspective in all of this too.  I’ll be making a more detailed 

submission on this report, because it is questionable.  I question some of the 40 

points that have being made as other speakers have.  And, I go to page 6 it 

says, “The Murray-Darling Basin Regional Economic Diversification program, 

they can take part in it,” well they’re not irrigators; it’s nothing to do with them.  

“Improving regional transport networks, utility infrastructure”, well again, 

they’ve got things in place, they don’t need those hubs down at Corowa.  It 45 

says, talking about irrigation policy and ongoing development of the Murray-

Darling Basin, again we’re not irrigators.  It talks about drought policy and 

assistance in effective packages; they do that already through their REROC’s.  
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And, that really is a state and Federal responsibility.  It talks about a growing 

economy, they’re doing that.  Talks about protecting water resources, well 

they do that, and it is basically a state and Federal Government issue.  

Providing housing and services to meet demographic change, their talking 

about aged care, well go to The Rock and have a look at Emily Gardens, have 5 

a look here at Woodhaven, have a look at the things this community do under 

the Lockhart Council, and it’s a credit to everyone over the years.  They’re 

talking in this report, and it’s at odds with itself, when you read it and you sit 

down and you really read it, let me tell you, it’s at odds with itself.  And, I go to 

some of the snacks.  They say that, in page 9, the operating performance, 10 
well Lockhart has a plan to address their performance, and whatever 

happens, even after the prescribed dates they still will be in the black.  They 

were fit for the future and I urge you to allow them to stay in good hands with 

the Council that they have.  They do an excellent job and as you can see they 

are well regarded. 15 

Facilitator: Can I invite Larry to speak. 

Larry: Mr Eden, ladies and gentlemen, I’ve been living in Lockhart all my life, my 

parents have, my grandparents, my great grandparents.  We’ve had 

businesses in town, we’ve farming, the whole show going on.  When you look 

at the whole Lockhart area, particularly the Lockhart Council, look at Roger 20 

[indecipherable], his father’s a Councillor, Jim McDonald, he’s got a son, a 

Councillor, Mayor Yates, we had a Mayor Yates the generation before, their 

repeat offenders.  The reason why – they’re passionate.  And, they’ve got a 

sense of ownership.   

 You’re a football player, I’m going to ask you a question.  You don’t have to 25 

answer this, but think about it, ‘cause the answer will come.  You’re going 

pretty well in the game, you’re winning, you’re kicking goals, the whole lot.  

Half time comes and the coach says, “Boys, you’re doing a lousy job.” And, he 

bags you out and he gives you no credit.  You go back on the field, the game 

starts again.  What happens? Look at the crowd here, what’s here? 400 30 

people? 300? I don’t know, there’s a lot of people.  There’s a lot of people in 

the hospital, there’s a lot of people in Woodhaven up there who didn’t come 

here tonight.  They all have the same opinion.  They do not want the shire 

amalgamated.  We’ve heard about the Pleasant Hills, the Osborne’s, the 

Yerong Creeks, the Rocks, all the communities that are doing wonderful 35 

things with the help of the Lockhart Shire and the help of all the people.  The 

people have a sense of ownership of the whole show.  That’s why we’re 

successful.  That’s why a football team is successful, ‘cause you have a 

sense of ownership of the team.  Now if we amalgamate, what’s going to 

happen? We’re going to lose the sense of ownership.  We’ve had the tick of 40 

how good the shire is.  We are winning goals, we’re not going backwards.  If 

we amalgamate, the coach just said we’re not doing a good enough job.  And 

what happens? You lose the game.  Don’t amalgamate. 

Mike: Thank you. 

Facilitator: Thank you Larry.  I’d like to invite the Honourable Tim Fischer to speak if 45 

you’d like to. 
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Tim: I’d like to give thanks to the team, it’s not an easy job.  I would add we 

welcome them here.  This is a merger proposal.  Remember the word 

proposal.  Therefore, we’re going about this procedure to get it rejected so far 

as Lockhart Shire is concerned.  Why? Because, Mr Eden, it cuts across the 

core fabric of community.  Local government here buttresses the local 5 

community in so many ways, as Peter Yates and everyone has said, I won’t 

dwell on that again, other than to add that if Coolamon, if Junee, as other 

have said can survive under the proposals, and in this case, Coolamon fit for 

purpose, Temora, then so can Lockhart.   

 Secondly, in 1994 there was a huge set of proposals just over the border, a 10 

mega Wodonga, a huge democratic reaction took place at the grass roots, the 

result was Indigo Shire, Rutherglen through to Barnawatha was carved out of 

that merged Wodonga mega greater Council and Indigo Shire has been an 

outstanding success ever since, because it more closely relates to the 

community fabric of the region, as would a continuing Lockhart Shire.   15 

 Thirdly, I feel that, in addition to supporting Councillor Yates and all the 

speakers bar one, and you’ll be allowed out of town, I would make it a point 

that at the end of the day there could be some minor adjustments, some 

additions, I think logically Collingullie, along the river the old western end of 

Mitchell Shire, the town of Boree Creek where the major super hub silo 20 

system is divided by a Council boundary as we speak today.  And, 

Mangoplah, but that’s a subsidiary issue I accept to the process.  We are here 

to support the continuation of the dynamic, modern, forward looking Lockhart 

Shire. 

 And, finally I would just say it is a democracy, there’s another merger 25 

proposed: Oberon and Bathurst, watch that one closely.  It’s not without 

ramifications and it sits right in the centre of the electorate of the Minister for 

Local Government.  Mr Eden thank you for coming to Lockhart with your 

team, you are in a top community which has delivered services over many 

decades, I, with whatever roles I’ve had, have always chosen to bank and 30 

have accountancy services where? From the town of Lockhart, because I 

back this community and I hope the outcome of this process is to provide a 

recommendation to the Minister that Greater Lockhart continues into the 

future.   

Facilitator: That’s a pretty tough act to follow.  We’ve got about 20 minutes left, or just a 35 

little bit under before we have to wrap up proceedings.  We’re going to wrap 

up very precisely at 10:00.  If anybody is inspired to want to come and say a 

few words, if they could come up to the front and we can have a discussion 

about how many minutes you might be able to speak.  So, if there’s anybody 

who hasn’t said what they’d like to say, and would like to speak, please come 40 

up to the front now and we can about it.  People you can talk now, and just 

discuss amongst yourselves, we’ll just take a couple of minutes to work out 

how many people would like to speak and how many minutes they can speak.  

Hi, we are just going to have about a five minute break and then we’re going 

to have two more speakers and then wrap up the proceedings for tonight.  So, 45 

thank you very, very much for your patience, and for your co-operation tonight 
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and that you’ve come to this evening.  I understand very much your passion 

for tonight, so thank you very much.   

 So, we’ve just got a few more people that would like to speak.  If I could have 

your patience just for a few more minutes.  Firstly I’d like to call up Peter 

Heffernan to say a few words.   5 

Peter: Mr Delegate, my name is Peter Heffernan, I come from Uranquinty, which is 

not in the Lockhart Shire, but I work here, and I use the roads through The 

Rock and I’m associated in that respect.  My family history is that my father 

was Tom Heffernan who was the president of the New South Wales Shires 

Association back in the day about 35 years ago, when there were a lot of 10 

amalgamations going on back then.  His creed at the time was that any 

enlarging of Local Government necessarily reduces the power and influence 

in the local area.  And, that has to be balanced out by an uptick of power in 

the State Government.  And, it’s always an old adage that says whenever a 

government wants to change something, they want more power.  I agree with 15 

that.  I want to go back to the point of view tonight.   

 The whole point of this merger is that the intimate community relationship will 

never be the same, as the reduction in Councillor representation will actually 

engender less consultation, and less intimate community relations.  So, if 

you’ve got no community intimacy, well the following happens.  There’s a 20 

human cost.  The quality of life in a town goes downward, financial returns go 

down as people leave the town because the quality of life isn’t as good, and 

the representation is not there.  You have values of properties and houses go 

down because people leave town by necessity, because of job changes, 

forced if you like evacuation of Lockhart to go to some other place of work, 25 

where there’s a new centre of power, such as is proposed of Corowa.  So, all 

the works that have been done in surrounding villages of Lockhart Shire 

Council, have been done while Lockhart Shire Council remains continually 

viable and in the black.  The other two shires are not as profitable, that’s 

accepted in the proposal document.  So, I have to ask the Minister, and I’d 30 

like you to take this back to him.  What kind of backward logic would assume 

that by blending one fit Council with two not so fit ones, creating three less 

efficient ones is a great solution? Thank you.   

Facilitator: I’d like to call Tim Whitehead to come up to speak now.  I’d also have a very 

important message from The RSL, they say takeaways must be taken off the 35 

premises by 10:00pm.  So, I wanted to let you know.   

Tim: I’m Tim Whitehead.  I was a farmer from Urana, I don’t know if that says good 

or bad for me.  But, for the last 36 years I’ve been a non farmer at The Rock.  

And, fortunately I agree with everything everyone’s been saying, so I don’t 

have to waste my time saying that again.  But, we are very fortunate in The 40 

Rock to be part of the Lockhart Shire Council, and we’ve got a Men’s Shed 

there, which is ably supported by the Council and we sit around and have 

cups of coffee and have meals and tell lies.  It’s a wonderful organisation, and 

The Rock has been well supported by Lockhart in an amazing way and I think 

not many other towns which are that far away from their main Council would 45 

get the same support.  We’re originally advised by politicians that if we were fit 
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for the future we should be spared amalgamation.  Well Lockhart Shire 

Council is in the top percentile of Fit for the Future Councils, so why the hell 

change direction.  Maybe there is really a case for thinking that not all pollies 

can be trusted, or not all governments.  The Rock is on the edge of Lockhart 

Shire Council, it’s about 40 K’s away.  Residents and passersby regularly 5 

comment on the state and care of maintenance of The Rock itself.  Which is a 

great comment, and a great tribute to the Council itself, and its staff, and the 

local residents of the township.  I think this is a unique arrangement which will 

be totally destroyed if we are joined to a Council centred on Corowa.  No 

doubt Corowa is a competent principality, I don’t know, I don’t care, it doesn’t 10 
really matter to me.  But, if we are connected to a Council which is 100 K’s 

plus away, which is a factor of two and a half percent of the distance we are 

from Council at the moment, there’s no way we will benefit from the same 

consideration we’ve received from Lockhart Council and its staff.  Lockhart 

Council and The Rock will still be a unique town Council, but it will be on the 15 

basis of an Australianisation of the Latin derivative of the word unique.  Just 

as dead horse is tomato sauce, and dog and bone is a phone, we will be a 

unique Council on the basis of mongrel Latin which is unis one and equus a 

horse, and we don’t want it.  That’s all I’ve got to say.   

Mike: Thank you.   20 

Facilitator: If I could call Peter Ryan.   

Peter: Sorry, I’ll be very brief.  I think we should face the audience when talking, but 

anyway.   

Male: You need to address – your comments need to be directed to Mike. 

Peter: I’ll be straight to point.  One behalf of the Lockhart community I think it’s an 25 

excellent turnout of Councillors and rate payers here tonight.  My family have 

been here since 1877, a lot of years ago, one of many farming communities 

supporting the district for a lot of years.  I think it’s just tremendous that there’s 

so much passion in what is happening tonight, and if you haven’t already 

worked it out, which I’m sure you have, that this is all about keeping things 30 

local, and it works.  What’s the saying? If it ain’t broke - Whatever it is, we all 

know what it is.  If it ain’t broke don’t fix it.  Its working well, don’t change what 

is working, and I’m very serious about this.  And, it has been working for a 

long time, the whole community gets behind each other and we all back each 

other, we all support each other, we all get behind our own community, and 35 

we don’t say no, we keep supporting it, we keep fighting and we don’t’ want to 

change.  If we don’t want to change, and its working, why do we want to 

change? Explain that to me, I can’t work it out.  But it’s all about working 

together for a community that has been successful over a lot of years.  The 

Councillors work hard, the local businesses work hard, the farming community 40 

work hard, we all work together for one goal.  And, that goal is to make it work 

and be successful, and this whole shire Council has been successful, for I 

don’t know how many years, but I’ve gone over it before, it’s been a long time, 

so why change it.  It’s so successful, leave it as it is.  Thank you very much.   

Facilitator:  45 
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Mike: I’d just like to thank everyone for coming, it’s been a terrific turnout, and part 

of my job, and to write the report eventually, is to try and get across what the 

community feels and the passion that they do feel in relation to the proposed 

merger.  As obvious from the three enquiries I’ve had today, that there is a bit 

of passion involved in the proposed merger and the proposal put by Mr Toole 5 

that the Corowa Shire, Lockhart Shire and Urana Shire should merge.  I would 

really like to encourage you all, if you haven’t already to put a submission in 

writing to me.  If you can’t get through the website, or you’re not into internet 

and emailing and what not, the Council will help, and I’m sure Councillor 

Yates and his staff who you’ve all been telling me are terrific, will make some 10 
facilities available to you to get on the website, and just give it to me.  Or you 

can send it by post, I will read it later, but it’s Council Boundary Review, GPO 

Box 5341 Sydney, New South Wales 2001.My report has to go through the 11 

stages of section 263, subsection 3 and that’s what I’d like to hear from you, 

about those areas.  But, every written submission will be read, and will be 15 

taken into account when I do give my recommendation and report to the 

Minister, so don’t be afraid to put what you feel in writing and thank you very 

much for coming and putting what you’ve felt in the submissions.  Yes? 

Female:  Is it likely that the KPMG report that people have alluded to in their addresses 

is going to be released for any public viewing?  20 

Mike:  I don’t know. 

Female: It would be nice to view that report and refute or address on economic 

grounds the when we know the foundation of it.   

Mike Eden:  I understood that it would have been put on the website, but I’ll get my –  

Male:  It’s not a question and answer; any other questions just come speak to us. 25 

Mike: Yeah, just come and talk to us afterwards, and I’ll, this is an enquiry for you to 

get across, and we’ve just about run out of time.  And, I now have to red the 

formal part to close the meeting.  So, again I’d like to thank everyone for 

coming along today, and for those who have taken time to prepare and speak 

as well as those who attended to listen.  A transcript of today’s proceedings 30 

will be generated to provide a formal record of the proceedings.  These 

transcripts will be publicly available at the conclusion of the examination and 

recording process.  I would like to remind everyone, that as well as the 

information provided by the speakers today, written submissions will be a 

most important way for me to gather information as I said before, during the 35 

examination process.  Written submissions close at 5:00pm, Sunday the 28th 

February 2016 and can be submitted online at The Council Boundary Review 

website www.Councilboundaryreview.nsw.gov.au or by mail to The Council 

Boundary Review GPO Box 5341 Sydney, New South Wales 2001.  Just a 

reminder that The Council Boundary Review website also provides more 40 

detail about the merger proposal process more generally, as well as details 

about the merger proposal between Lockhart Shire Council, Corowa Shire 

Council and Urana Shire Council.  Finally, once again, thank you very much 

for attending and drive safely, or walk safely.  Thank you.   

END TRANSCRIPT 45 


